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Abstract 

This study explored the complexities of Asian Canadian experiences in educational 

spaces. In particular, I considered how various stereotypes and discourses of Asianness 

contribute to an environment in which Asian students are rendered both privileged and 

marginalized, seen and unseen, supported and excluded. Current research on Asian 

Canadians reveals a limited understanding of the intricacies of Asian experiences in 

educational settings. Moreover, attention to the particular needs of this group is often not 

considered in policies designed to address racial and ethnic equity in schools. Using an 

autobiographical approach, I explored and analyzed four personal vignettes to gain 

perspective into my experience of racial stereotypes, prejudices, and discrimination. I 

framed this project using Asian Critical Theory to discuss how my identity developed as 

a female Chinese Canadian student and teacher in Ontario. I used these stories, alongside 

theory and literature, to interrogate the relevance, applicability, and utility of equity and 

inclusive practices in teaching. Throughout, I ask how the racialized discourses and 

stereotypes around Asianness inform my identity as an Asian Canadian.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT 

Ontario educational policies are expected to work towards antiracism but 

presently do not include the voices and experiences of Asian Canadians, which leave 

Asian experiences in education as silenced, ignored, or neglected. This project critically 

analyzes a series of four autobiographical vignettes. These narratives demonstrate the 

nuanced and contemporary racism as it unfolds in Ontario schooling from the perspective 

of an Asian Canadian student and teacher. These narratives are used to unpack the ways 

Asians are stereotyped as forever foreigners and model minorities. Implementing Asian 

Critical Theory, I focus on the Asian experience of racism, prejudices, stereotypes, and 

discrimination in educational settings (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017). 

The purpose of this study is to explore the complexities of Asian Canadian 

experiences in education spaces, such as elementary schools, high schools, and 

postsecondary education institutions, to understand how the policy currently addresses 

the needs of this group. The study also explores the complex and varied ways in which 

discussions combat or challenge racial discrimination that excludes Asian experiences in 

Canada. As Asians comprise a great part of Ontario’s and Canada’s society, the 

perspectives of this particular group should be considered when detailing and discussing 

issues of racism and diversity in Ontario education (Cui, 2019b; Pon, 2004). Asian 

Canadians as a racial group continue to experience racism in the form of stereotypes that 

position them in an in-between space of privileged racial minorities (Kim, 1998). 

Scholars focusing on Asian experiences in Canada such as Cui (2019a, 2019b) and Pon 

(2004) detail that this position for Asian Canadians continues to remain unquestioned and 

unchallenged since little is said about this particular group in Ontario educational policy. 

While at the institutional level policy documents are relied on during discussions about 
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racism in educational settings, omission in discussing Asians creates a gap in the 

understanding of racial differences and issues of racism in today’s schools. 

This study uses an autoethnographic approach to explore the nuanced ways 

racism unfolds in Ontario educational settings. Throughout, I ask critical questions about 

how racist stereotypes and discriminatory discourses around Asianness in school settings 

inform my identity. I share moments in my life through a series of stories and memories 

from childhood to adulthood to demonstrate deep-rooted examples of racism, and expose 

a range of stereotypes, discourses, and complex representations of Asians in school. By 

doing so, I critique the institutional and social constructions and perceptions of Asians 

including how they might see themselves. Racial stereotypes and prejudices influence the 

identity development of Asian students and the school and societal impressions of Asians 

and other racial minority/peoples of colour. For me, these captured stories reveal pivotal 

moments when my identity was questioned, challenged, or ignored.  

Rationale 

Although some studies consider the educational experiences of Asian Canadians, 

most studies I found look outward at the ways Asians interact with non-Asians or focus 

exclusively on Asian Americans with little discussion on Asian Canadians (Chang, 1993; 

Cui, 2019b; Pon, 2004). This project builds on my experiences as both a student and 

teacher in Ontario to understand particular expressions of racism in the educational 

system. By focusing on the Asian Canadian experience, I investigate the ways 

educational policy has achieved only limited success in generating equitable and 

inclusive practices with respect to the Asian population that continues to be excluded or 

understood in the broad context of being part of the “minority” group.  
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Terminology 

This section outlines key terms used throughout the document: Asian and Asian 

Canadians; forever foreigner; and model minority are essential in this study’s discussion.  

Asian and Asian Canadian 

In this study, I use the terms “Asian” and “Asian Canadian” interchangeably to 

collectively describe Chinese, Vietnamese, Filipino, Korean, and Japanese Canadians. 

Together Chinese, Vietnamese, Filipino, Korean, and Japanese Canadians make up over 

half of Canada’s visible minorities and are the largest groups amongst the East and 

Southeast category of Canada’s ethnic origins section in Statistics Canada’s (2017) recent 

census. Asians in Western society have been and continue to be viewed as a monolithic 

or homogenous group (Iftikar & Museus, 2018; Lee, 2013; Pon, 2004; Rodríguez & Kim, 

2018). Although this study discusses a small number of ethnic groups, whom I refer to as 

Asian or Asian Canadian, I recognize that as a continent, Asia is comprised of a diverse 

population whose inhabitants may differ across, for example, skin colour, religion, 

language, cultural customs, and citizenship. However, this project focuses on some of the 

common experiences related to racialized discrimination that impact how Asian 

Canadians navigate their identities within the education system. As Asian Canadians 

navigate their identities within the education system, I am interested in how this group 

experiences racism in ways that can influence how they develop their sense of self. Ball 

(2019) notes that Asian experiences with racism typically do not arise as overt incidents 

but often fall within particular stereotypes that influence how they are perceived and how 

may perceive themselves. 

Two common Asian stereotypes (or tropes) include the forever foreigner and 

model minority stereotypes (Chang, 1993; Cui & Kelly, 2012; Kim, 1998; Lee, 2013; 
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Pon, 2004; Rodríguez, 2018; Yu, 2006). Although a body of literature explores these 

stereotypes in broader contexts, less is known about this group’s racialized experiences 

within these two tropes in educational contexts (Chang, 1993; Iftikar & Museus, 2018; 

Pon, 2004; Rodríguez, 2018).  

Forever Foreigner 

The forever foreigner stereotype refers to prejudices that assume Asians are 

“unassimilable and immutably foreign” (Rodríguez, 2018, p. 531). This stereotype paints 

Asians as outsiders and foreigners and I use Rodríguez’s (2018) term “forever foreigner” 

to embody and represent these discriminatory prejudices. This term stems from North 

American countries like Canada and the United States of America’s (U.S.’s) history of 

implemented legislation excluding the rights of Asians (Cui & Kelly, 2012; Sensoy & 

DiAngelo, 2017). Barring the entry of Asians to Canada and the U.S. contributed to the 

discourse that associates Asians with notions of foreignness. These types of historical 

events led to the present-day society that accuses immigrants of hurting society, and the 

stereotypes of forever foreigners and anti-immigration sentiments continue in current 

society (Cui, 2019b). These prejudices feed perceptions of Asians as outsiders and bleed 

through society not only through the history of Asians in North America but also within 

encounters in the present. The forever foreigner stereotype is not based on an individual’s 

recent immigration or move to Canada, but still places particular outsider status on 

Asians, and continues to flood educational settings with vernacular that perpetuates 

Asians as exotic, foreign, and un-Canadian (Rodríguez, 2018).  

A popular educational approach that relies on discussing culture without looking 

at race and continues to sustain the forever foreigner stereotype is a museum approach. 
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Ghosh and Galczynski (2014) define a museum approach as viewing “culture as static 

and treats it as an artifact that can be brought into and out of contexts and interactions, 

rather than as a component of identity that is always present and ever evolving” (p. 60). 

This is most often seen with the endorsement of multicultural days and lessons with 

certain books about “other” cultures. Sensoy and DiAngelo (2017) note that while this 

may be presented as a positive way to discuss various cultures and races, it continues to 

create distance between categories of “real Canadians” and “others.” An example of this 

is with activities and media that sensationalize Asian ethnic cultures. 

An (2016) notes that although discussions on peoples of colour (such as Asians) 

have progressed in school knowledge, often these opportunities for shared knowledge 

misrepresent peoples of colour. Multicultural days are an example of this 

misrepresentation as the outsiders are expected to speak on behalf of their culture. This 

approach to discussing racial and cultural differences imposes the assumption that one 

Asian student can speak for all the various cultures, ethnicities, histories, and languages 

that are perceived to be others (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017). The messages of uncritical 

multiculturalism also ignore the cruel history of Asians in Canada and the U.S. and 

instead continue to perpetuate Asians as “devious, shrewd, and inscrutable, but also 

timid, docile, submissive, obedient, and feminine” (Pon, 2004, p. 42). In doing so, these 

types of initiatives continue to feed the forever foreigner stereotype that patronizes and 

generalizes Asians as others. 

Likewise, Asians face the forever foreigner stereotype beyond books and 

classroom lessons as their experiences come from everyday social interactions. As the 

stereotype supports prejudices of Asians as outsiders, newcomers, or foreign, the forever 
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foreigner status means that Asian Canadians continue to face questions such as “Where 

are you from?” or comments like “Wow, your English is very good!” (Kim, 1998). Hsu 

and Paek (2012) state that these questions and comments derive from the structural 

racism that perpetuates Asians as outsiders, which marginalizes and alienates Asians 

from any opportunity of fitting in. These types of statements influence one’s sense of 

belonging as typically those same individuals asking the “Where are you from?” 

questions are surprised when a response from an Asian Canadian is “Canada.” As Chang 

(2013) states, “I inherited that legacy of discrimination. I am bound by the still-present 

stereotype of Asian Americans as aliens, those who do not belong here and whose 

presence here is not desired” (p. 474). While individuals and their families may have 

lived in Canada or the U.S. for their entire lives, they experience the alienation due to the 

ever-present prejudices of Asians as foreigners (Huang, 2013). 

Model Minority 

Another prevalent stereotype Asian Canadians face is the model minority trope. 

This term describes Asians as “smart, hardworking, and conformist” (Ball, 2019, p. 116). 

Chou (2008) states that Asians described as model minorities gained popularity in the 

1960s in the U.S. as it was used by government officials to blanket over the issue of 

racism and instead present Asians as a seemingly successful racial minority group. The 

model minority narrative often connects to successful immigrant stories—stating that 

since Asians work hard, they see the fruits of their labour. Yu (2006) identifies that 

“conformity, passivity, and nonresistance became the hallmark of the model minority” (p. 

328) although these traits may on the surface seem positive, they perpetuate other forms 

of inequity while ignoring the historical, social, and political experiences of Asians in 
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North America. Asians are isolated into a particular category that believes a certain racial 

group has created these high achieving academic students and successful citizens (An, 

2013; Ball, 2019; Chang, 1993; Chou, 2008; Ikemoto, 2013). 

Adhering to the American dream and meritocracy, the model minority stereotype 

perpetuates prejudices that believe Asians have met such dreams in comparison to other 

racialized minorities. As Chou (2008) notes, the model minority stereotype only 

continues to marginalize Asians to conform within a particular identity that holds them in 

a position of both privilege and disadvantage. While these assumptions of the model 

minority stereotype seem to gain success within Western society, Asians continue to face 

certain frustrations that come from the prejudices and discriminations as a minority group 

(Delgado, 2013; Huang, 2013). 

The model minority stereotype is a myth (Chang, 1993; Chou, 2008; Cui, 2016; 

Iftikar & Museus, 2018). For example, Chou (2008) explores the notion of how the 

model minority molds a certain idea of specific characteristics, lived experiences, and 

success that is often untrue. As the model minority stereotype imposes pressure to be 

both academically and economically successful, Asians are grouped homogeneously and 

believed to adhere to this supposed identity (Ball, 2019). The stereotype also places 

Asians as “honorary Whites” and re-marginalizes Asians against other peoples of colour 

and poor Whites (Chang, 2013). While the model minority stereotype may initially seem 

to be positive, the term is problematic as it perpetuates otherness and issues within Asian 

communities (Huang, 2013). 

The stereotype also affords an opportune political and social strategy that uses 

Asians as the scapegoat (Cui, 2019b). Chang (2013) argued that “to accept the myth of 
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the model minority is to participate in the oppression of Asian Americans” (p. 472). 

Asians are key in arguments that deny racial inequality (Chang, 2013; Pon, 2004). 

Consequentially, Asian Canadians become the group resented by other peoples of colour 

and poor Whites as the model minority stereotype suggests a sense of superiority over 

other peoples of colour but inferiority to Whites (Chang, 1993, 2013; Chou, 2008). The 

stereotype entertains a certain belief that Asians are “honorary Whites” (Museus & 

Iftikar, 2014; Pyke & Dang, 2003). Pyke and Dang (2003) note that this identity does not 

inflate the value of Asians or protect Asians from racial oppression; rather, it continues to 

further oppress other peoples of colour. In Kim’s (1998) autoethnography, he details a 

particular experience where someone expressed: 

“At least you are not black,” or “You should be grateful that you are not black.” 

These comments, I think, convey the particular kind of racism Asian Americans 

should recognize and challenge. While being encouraged to feel superior to 

African Americans, Asian Americans are being positioned in a racial hierarchy 

meant to perpetuate white privilege at the expense of both Asian and African 

Americans. (p. 4) 

The model minority stereotype feeds into a racial hierarchy that creates even more 

divides between groups of racialized people (Chang, 1993, 2013; Kim, 1998; Rodríguez, 

2018). Although racism is often discussed under a Black and White paradigm, the 

hierarchy creates even more complexities as it perpetuates the idea that certain racial 

minorities are higher or lower on a scale of privilege and oppression. Historically, Asians 

have been accused of being both foreign but also privileged. In Canada and the U.S., 

Chinese immigrants faced anti-Asian sentiments during economic crises (Cui, 2019b). 
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These individuals were accused of stealing the jobs and educational opportunities from 

so-called real citizens (Lee, 2013). In the present, the model minority myth also works to 

deny discrimination and legitimatizes the oppression faced by other peoples of colour and 

poor Whites (Chang, 1993). 

The model minority stereotype seems to be a juxtaposition to the forever foreigner 

stereotype. However Cui (2019b) uses the analogy of a coin to describe these stereotypes, 

explaining that both “harmoniously coexist like two sides of a coin, with one temporarily 

taking precedence over the other various times” (p. 76). Canada is known as a proud 

multicultural country composed of immigrants. Nevertheless, the sentiments of who is 

considered a real Canadian and otherness persist. Regardless of which stereotype is 

applied to Asians, the race-based distinctions of who is a real or “other” Canadian 

continue to position Asians as never truly Canadian. Both the forever foreigner and 

model minority discourses impact the racialized habitus of the dominant White group and 

they also develop the ways Asians consider their own identity and those within their 

communities (Cui, 2019b).  

Researcher Positioning 

This research is driven by my experiences as a third-generation Chinese Canadian 

female who has undergone the Ontario public education system first-hand as a student 

and a teacher. Along with providing insight on the experience of being an Asian 

Canadian I also stand between these two identities. I have witnessed and felt the impact 

of racism in both the roles of student and teacher in educational settings. In this project, I 

document and share these experiences in the Ontario schooling context to add to the 

literature. Through research, reflection, and dialogue, I have come to appreciate that there 
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are many minute experiences I may have initially brushed aside. I am driven by the 

truths within my life that drew me to the topic of study in order to unearth the deeply 

reflective moments as more than simply isolated and distinctive incidents that are 

exclusive to my life.  

My position as a third-generation citizen not only refers to the fact that both my 

parents and I were born in Canada but also points at a group of individuals who are 

documented as a majority of Canada’s population (Statistics Canada, 2011). This 

privilege is part of my journey as a person who has completed an honours Bachelor of 

Arts and Bachelor of Education degree and in the pursuit of a Master of Education 

degree. As all three levels of education are based from my experience in postsecondary 

institutions in Southern Ontario I am influenced by those experiences and privileges. 

This study utilizes a storytelling approach to provide insight on an Asian 

Canadian’s experiences with racism in educational settings such as elementary, 

secondary, and postsecondary institutions. The vignettes provide short stories that discuss 

moments when I felt displaced or my identity was questioned as either a student or 

teacher. The analyses hope to expand each experience and unpack the events in greater 

detail. 

I am aware of and acknowledge potential limitations in a study of Asians’ 

racialized experiences in educational contexts. Although the information and analysis of 

my project is limited to a single participant, it acutely places me in a vulnerable position 

as I openly share the stories. In my vignettes and analyses, I seek to understand how these 

experiences have shaped the way I am seen, how I wish to be seen, and how I continue to 

construct my identity. Through critical reflection, dialogue, and research, I explore how 
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the many experiences that I may have brushed aside in the past reflect a deeper collection 

of shared and documented experiences among other Asian scholars (Chang, 1993; 

Huang, 2013; Kim, 1998). 

As Ellis (1999) details, autoethnography work requires taking personal 

experiences and widening one’s lens to focus outward and towards the larger social and 

cultural aspects. As such, this study felt like a calling to me as an Asian Canadian, who as 

an adult and through my research journey noticed and pointed out these experiences of 

racist stereotyping and discrimination. Reed-Danahay (1997) underscores that “‘Natives’ 

are increasingly telling their stories and have become ethnographers of their own 

cultures” (p. 2). My position within this research establishes the intersecting of my 

research and life that develops a profound awareness of the politics and power relations 

which influence not only my life but also that of other Asian Canadians.  

Theoretical Framework 

In this paper, I use an Asian Critical Theory (AsianCrit) framework to analyze my 

personal vignettes and understand these lived experiences in relation to the Ontario 

Ministry of Education’s equity and inclusive education policy. AsianCrit is a distinct 

extension from critical race theory (CRT; Rodríguez, 2018). Both CRT and AsianCrit 

offer useful frameworks that connect the experiences of racism with theories; however, 

for the purpose of this study, which is focused on Asian experiences, I focus closely to 

the contributions of AsianCrit (Lee, 2018). 

This study draws on an AsianCrit framework to analyze the vignettes with 

connection to Asian histories and current realities. Examining the ways peoples of colour 

have been affected by White supremacy and racism from law to education, specifically 
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the experiences of Asians, is best framed with an AsianCrit lens (An, 2016; Iftikar & 

Museus, 2018). As Iftikar and Museus (2018) suggest, CRT often disproportionately 

focuses more on Black and White populations and narratives. Rather, AsianCrit provides 

perspectives that connect the experiences of Asians with theory and focuses closely on 

the particularities within Asian experiences (Lee, 2018). 

The framework stems from Chang’s (1993) research which discusses Asian 

American legal scholarship, an approach that addresses how Asians experience particular 

and complex forms of discrimination. Building on that work, Iftikar and Museus (2018) 

developed the framework for seven interconnected tenets that derived from CRT tenets: 

(a) Asianization; (b) Transnational contexts; (c) (Re)constructive history; (d) Strategic 

(anti)essentialism; (e) Intersectionality; (f) Story, theory, and praxis; and (g) Commitment 

to social justice. 

Asianization acknowledges the existence of racism and recognizes that Asians 

have and continue to be categorized under specific unique identities. This tenet 

underscores the fact that Asians are often seen as a monolithic group that is categorized 

under certain stereotypes. These stereotypes racialize individuals as forever foreigners or 

model minorities and have affected not only the lives and experiences of Asians but also 

the ways they interact with others and their own identities. Racism has the power to shape 

laws and policies, which mold not only the interactions between individuals but also how 

Asians are seen institutionally and structurally (Museus & Iftikar, 2014). 

The transnational contexts tenet focuses on the historical and contemporary 

relationships formulated both nationally and internationally. Museus and Iftikar (2014) 

note that the ways “economic political, and social processes” (p. 96) operate and shape 
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Asians and Asian communities are not simply that within a specific country’s borders. An 

example of such impact, as Museus and Iftikar (2014) detail, was in the U.S. In 1965, the 

national immigration laws were altered to tailor which immigrants from Asia were 

accepted to the country. Immigrants were expected to have met certain higher education 

standards before acceptance. As a result, only Asians who could meet the “job market 

and technological demands” (Museus & Iftikar, 2014, p. 96) migrated and consequently 

impacted the Asian population in the U.S. The limitations in immigration meant that only 

select and privileged Asians were accepted and formed communities in North America, 

which also contributes to the model minority stereotype. 

(Re)constructive history emphasizes the need for Asian stories to be seen and 

heard. This tenet highlights the lack of visibility and voice Asians have in North America. 

In order to transcend from an invisible collective, providing more opportunities for Asian 

stories to be told are important in excavating struggle and success experiences of Asians 

Americans. Not only should historical narratives about Asian history be included, but a 

consciousness of Asian experiences in the present day can reshape the ways Asians are 

discussed which changes the discourse around what it means to be Asian.  

The strategic (anti)essentialism tenet focuses “on the notion that race is a socially 

constructed phenomenon” (Museus & Iftikar, 2014, p. 97). The understandings of race 

can be reshaped by various social forces such as the economy or policies. Although racial 

categories are a normal part of society, this tenet advocates to improve the ways Asians 

are racially classified within their category. Iftikar and Museus (2018) emphasize that 

“race is socially constructed, thus it can be altered and moulded differently due to 

economics, politics, and social forces” (p. 941) and the discourse and generated 
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knowledge about Asians has the ability to change. With AsianCrit, scholars must use this 

understanding to re-write the narratives about Asian history and in contemporary society. 

Intersectionality is an awareness that there are multiple systems that work to 

oppress individuals (e.g., sexism, classism, ableism, etc.) and how those factors intersect 

to mutually impact the identities and experiences of Asians. This is heavily connected to 

the CRT intersectionality tenet and acknowledges the nature of intersecting oppressive 

systems. Particularly in AsianCrit, this tenet must focus on critically analyzing the Asian 

experience with these certain systems as a recognition of how pervasive other elements 

may be in particular situations. 

The story, theory, and praxis tenet emphasizes how Asian stories and experiences 

must inform and influence the ways scholars and society analyze and address issues faced 

by Asians. Museus and Iftikar (2014) state that “building on the work of CRT scholars 

who highlight the importance of stories and TribalCrit scholars who emphasize the 

connections between story and theory or theory and practice” (p. 98) AsianCrit pushes for 

Asian voices to speak out and inform theory and practice. 

The commitment to social justice tenet states that critical theory and theorists 

must not only focus on a singular form of oppression but also work towards ending all 

ways individuals are oppressed. This tenet in AsianCrit focuses on the subordination 

from a racial standpoint, and advocates for the eradication of all forms of oppressions. 

I focus on AsianCrit because it is attentive to my study’s focus on the particular 

experiences of this distinct group of people (Iftikar & Museus, 2018; Lee, 2018; 

Rodríguez, 2018). I use an AsianCrit framework as a lens to analyze my personal 

vignettes and connect these lived experiences to Ontario policy discussing race and 
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racism. This framework is useful in uncovering who is prioritized as needing equitable 

and inclusive education in Ontario and if that includes Asians. AsianCrit recognizes that 

Asians have been represented much differently than their lived experiences (An, 

2016; Chang, 1993; Rodríguez & Kim, 2018). Although there are inequities that intersect 

(such as class, gender, sexual orientation, etc.), they all impact the social stratification of 

an individual (Ghosh & Galczynski, 2014). For the purpose of this study, I investigate the 

experiences of racism from the Asian perspective. As AsianCrit also emphasizes that an 

in-depth focus on racism acknowledges and understands that racial groups are not 

homogenous and should not be assumed to face the same racial prejudices or stereotypes 

(An, 2016; Guo & Jamal, 2007; Rodríguez, 2018; Rodríguez & Kim, 2018). Thus, as my 

research delves into those particular racist prejudices, stereotypes, and discrimination that 

influence the story of an Asian, it analyzes the experiences and connects it with the 

historical, social, and political ways racism permeates throughout Canada. 

Outline of the Remainder of the Document 

In the following chapter, I review key literature to my project. This includes 

providing background knowledge and a level of understanding of key terms used 

throughout this paper, and discussing how racism unfolds in the Canadian and general 

North American context historically and then in contemporary day. In doing so, I also 

examine the popular strategy of multiculturalism in education as discussion leads to 

describing Ontario’s Education Equity Action Plan (Ontario Ministry of Education, 

2017). I include context that purposefully connects to the conversation had with the 

vignettes and analyses. 

The third chapter builds on the literature reviewed, detailing the research 

methodology used to conduct this project. I discuss the use of autoethnography as a 
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necessary part of the research process. I identify how autoethnography is a compelling 

method that reveals the details of racism in education at the elementary, secondary, and 

postsecondary school levels from my point of view. I also connect the methodology with 

my use of an AsianCrit theoretical framework. In doing so, the chapter demonstrates why 

an autoethnography is the most appropriate methodology used for this study. 

In the fourth chapter, I include the vignettes and analyses. This chapter follows a 

simple format that includes each vignette followed by exploration into the story. 

Following each story, I unpack the experiences with an analysis. This method does not 

follow a rigorous structure that reiterates the details of the seven AsianCrit tenets; 

however, the tenets guide conversation that emerges as I discover the ways each 

experience connects beyond simply moments in my life. 

The fifth and final chapter in this project continues to discuss my experience with 

the research and reflects on the journey of this venture. I summarize the process and 

discuss connections between the vignettes and the main research question. I acknowledge 

the implications of the study and include recommendations for further research within the 

field and for future Ontario equity policy. I continue to underline how deep this research 

is to my academic and personal self and recount a story to conclude the study. 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

In this chapter, I review key literature to my project. Specifically, I first focus on 

relevant terminology. Differentiating the terms “racism,” “prejudice,” “stereotype,” and 

“discrimination” are key in following discussions as they support the understanding how 

racism unfolds in the Canadian and in general North American contexts. This begins 

from a historical standpoint and highlights the contemporary ways racism reveals itself as 

microaggressions, colourblindness, and internalized racism. This leads to discussion on 

the Canadian multicultural context—understanding how this strategy emerged and 

integrated within educational settings. As educational policies function to suggest and 

regulate schools in Ontario, I describe the Ontario Ministry of Education’s (2017) 3-year 

plan detailed in Ontario’s Education Equity Action Plan (hereafter Equity Action Plan). 

The flow of this chapter intends to provide background on the research problem. This 

brief literature review underscores what major scholars are including in their 

conversations about these themes and dissects the ideas to provide in-depth 

understandings of elements that will be included throughout this paper.  

Racism, Prejudice, Stereotype, and Discrimination Explained 

Four key terms used throughout this paper are “racism,” “prejudice,” 

“stereotype,” and “discrimination.” Sensoy and DiAngelo (2017) state that “racism is 

among the most charged issues in society” (p. 141). Racism is defined as the systemic 

advantages and disadvantages people experience based on particular phenotypical 

characteristics. The prejudices towards certain races are the “learned prejudgments about 

members of social groups … based on limited knowledge or experience with the group” 

(Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017, p. 75). As the judgments are part of a social concept that are 
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taught rather than inherent, prejudices dictate how people are taught to perceive 

themselves (Ghosh & Galczynski, 2014). Sensoy and DiAngelo (2017) add that 

prejudices are also interchangeably used with the term “stereotypes,” which refers to 

“reduced or simplified characteristics attributed to a group” (p. 76). Stereotypes 

oversimplify and reduce individuals by lumping particular characteristics to an individual 

based on over generalized assumptions. Discrimination refers to the actions acted on 

these prejudices; often unexamined, prejudices influence beliefs, values, and actions, all 

of which shape behaviour (Ghosh & Galczynski, 2014). These terms are important as 

they guide the unpacking of historical racist exclusion towards Asians, how race is 

spoken about in contemporary research on racist discrimination, the interactions between 

education and Asian Canadians, and the importance of Ontario’s Education Equity Action 

Plan (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2017) for Asians in Ontario education.  

Brief Understanding of Racism in Canada and the U.S. 

Sensoy and DiAngelo (2017) emphasize that both Canada and the U.S. 

historically are nations built on the labour of peoples of colour. It is understood that in 

Canada and the U.S., the dominant race is White, as power and authority advantage 

Whites and disadvantage peoples of colour. Racism is deeply interwoven in the history of 

these two nations, as their stories include slavery, racially discriminatory laws, and the 

withholding of rights (Jack-Davies, 2012). Examples of discrimination line the history of 

Canada, an example dating as far as in 1885, with Chinese immigrant workers in Canada: 

After the backbreaking and death-filled construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, 

Chinese workers were still not legally or socially considered citizens of Canada (Pon, 

2004). Although many had lived and contributed to the building of Canada, after 
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completing the railway “the Canadian federal government immediately passed the 

Chinese head tax, followed by the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1923” (Cui & Kelly, 2012, 

p. 84). These federal decisions blocked the immigration of Chinese to Canada. These 

utilized power and authority to disadvantage Chinese individuals from finding a place 

within a country they had contributed years of involvement to. Instead these immigrants 

were faced with racist laws that created barriers to reunite with family and opportunities 

to join the status of “Canadians.” 

Legislation that continues to divide racial groups is referred to as institutional 

racism; the institutions are defined as the “established policies, rules and regulations of an 

organization or institution” (James, 1999, as cited in Pon, 2004, p. 3). Pon (2004) 

underscores how Canada’s policies and legislations include oppressive language, where 

the institutional racism impacts how peoples of colour are spoken about and spoken for. 

Sensoy and DiAngelo (2017) restate this as they discuss how the dominant group are in 

charge of the “military, medicine, media, criminal justice, policing, finance, industry, 

higher education, religion, and science” (p. 90) that influence the unspoken and 

unconscious rules that socialize individuals to particular advantages and disadvantages. 

In the case of the Chinese Head Tax and Chinese Exclusion Act, Cui and Kelly (2012) 

identify that “these measures aimed to bar Chinese entry into Canada, and exclusion that 

was justified in the name of undesirable ‘otherness’” (p. 84). As a result, these laws 

influenced the ways Asians were labelled; rather than being seen as Canadian citizens 

Asian Canadians often face stereotypes and prejudices that assume the identities of 

individuals. These lead to discourses that perpetuate either the forever foreigner or model 

minority stereotypes. Historically and currently, in Canada and the U.S., social, political, 
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and economic bodies continue to feed discourse about Asians as newcomers, foreigners, 

and immigrants, which reinforces institutional racism in contemporary society (Chang, 

2013; Kim, 1998; Trieu, 2018). 

Another major form of racism permeates within society through structural racism. 

Structural racism often unfolds through discourse, prejudices, and discrimination that are 

embedded within society (Pon, 2004). Discourse is the language that constructs and 

frames the realities within society. Cui and Kelly (2012) state that discourse is not 

innocent as it is cultural and dependent on historical and social developments. The ways 

individuals are socialized are not by choice but rather through daily interactions that 

influence the perceptions of others and oneself (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017). As Daniel 

(2009) notes, the discussions about race and power relations are dependent on both the 

institutions and individual ideologies. Those very ideologies about specific racial groups 

are embedded not simply within written texts but also through conversations, media, and 

beliefs (Daniel, 2009). Discourses are key in maintaining power, privileges, and barriers 

that shape the lives and experiences of those excluded from the dominant group. 

Particular discourses about certain peoples of colour heavily influence the ways 

prejudices and stereotypes maintain their power. 

Cui (2015) states that racism does not simply emerge as distinct legislation or the 

discourse used in discussing racial differences, but also in the form of racialised habitus. 

She defines the term “racialised habitus as a product of racist history and internalised 

racist social structures” (Cui, 2017, p. 1152). Racialized habitus frames the knowledge 

and norms within society; as a result, these individual and collective beliefs reinforce 

racist discourse within society. An example Cui (2017) points to is how in educational 

settings teachers’ racialized habitus is deep in their teaching practices and the hidden 
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curriculum that “can unwittingly reinforce unequal social identities and social relations 

between groups” (p. 1153). These result in peoples of colour, in this case Asians, finding 

their stories either unseen or misrepresented in formal curriculum. For Asian students, 

Chang (1993) also emphasizes how the act of sharing indigenous knowledge places 

students in vulnerable positions as they may be rejected, discounted, or ignored. Chang 

(1993) reflects that when he did share personal experiences of discrimination the 

response focused on discounting certain details and categorizing the moment as an 

isolated incident. Therefore, in moments where Asians face feelings of otherness and not 

belonging, many also face a dilemma of “unwillingly accept[ing] a discriminatory but 

‘correct’ answer in school tests” (Cui, 2017, p. 1159). Through the racialized habitus 

production of history, the narrative excludes Asians from truly sharing their experiences, 

cautious of the possible backlash they may face. 

Contemporary Racism 

Racism has developed a negative connotation in today’s society as movements 

like the civil rights movement made dramatic institutional changes to the ways peoples of 

colour are treated (Parks & Rachlinski, 2013). Sensoy and DiAngelo (2017) note how 

“the dominant society teaches us that racism consists of individual acts of meanness 

committed by a few bad people. The people who commit these acts are considered 

racists. … These ideas construct racism as an individual binary: racist/non-racist” (p. 

145). However, contemporary research on racism looks deeper than individual intentional 

acts (Chou, 2008; Parks & Rachlinski, 2013; Pyke & Dang, 2003).  

Scholars such as Chang (1993), Tatum (1999), Pon (2004), Sensoy and DiAngelo 

(2017), Iftikar and Museus (2018), and Cui (2019a) disseminate the ways racism exists in 

contemporary nuanced ways. Racism is deeply embedded in the history, structures, and 
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systems that dictate our society and continually develops new complex and invisible 

forms of expression (Cui, 2017). Because racism can emerge in various ways, the next 

section of this literature review focuses on understanding these contemporary nuanced 

racist experiences by discussing racial microaggressions, colourblindness, and 

internalized racism. While they are prominent in the continuation of racial discriminatory 

practice, they are often overlooked or sidestepped since they also point out how deeply 

embedded racist prejudices and discrimination is in contemporary society (Jack-Davies, 

2012; Gotanda, 2013; Lee, 2013; Pyke & Dang, 2003). Racism does not merely appear 

from the prejudices and stereotypes of individual conscious actions; they are intertwined 

structurally and deep “within which personal beliefs and actions” (Lee, 2013, p. 80) and 

emerge through the institutional and structural discourse and actions towards peoples of 

colour.  

Contemporary research discussing racism looks at the ways prejudice and 

stereotypes work their way within society. Sensoy and DiAngelo (2017) emphasize that 

prior to the civil rights movement in the 1960s: 

Many White people felt quite comfortable to admit to their racial prejudices and 

sense of racial superiority. But once the civil rights movement took root and civil 

rights legislation was passed, there was a significant change in mainstream 

culture; it was no longer as acceptable for White people to admit to racial 

prejudice. White racism didn’t disappear, of course; Whites just became 

somewhat more careful in public space. (p. 150) 

With a great leap towards addressing racial inequity, after the civil rights movement, the 

experiences of racism quickly changed. Suddenly mainstream media portray overt forms 

of racism such as segregated schools, racial discriminatory language, and violence 
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towards peoples of colour as bad and evil (Lawrence, 2013a). Contemporary racism is 

more commonly disguised as racial microaggressions, colourblindness, and internalized 

racism. These three forms of racism align with the AsianCrit tenets Asianization and 

Strategic (anti)Essentialism; due to particular phenotypes, Asians experience particular 

stereotypes, prejudices, and discrimination that are constantly being negotiated and 

reconstructed. These moments are all encapsulating as not only discrimination between 

Asians versus others, but within Asian communities in their racialised habitus (Cui, 2017). 

Microaggressions 

Sue et al. (2019) define racial microaggressions (hereafter microaggressions) as 

“the everyday slights, putdowns, invalidations, and offensive behaviour that peoples of 

colour experience in daily interactions with generally well-intentioned White Americans 

who may be unaware that they have engaged in racially demeaning ways toward target 

groups” (p. 129). Typically, microaggressions are subtle, automatic, or unconscious 

verbal and non-verbal assaults on peoples of colour. These experiences can present 

themselves as actions, tone of voice, and body language towards certain individuals or 

groups (Davis, 2013). Microaggressions are an important concept to consider in 

explorations of racism and racial discrimination because they provide an opportunity to 

address the ways subtle racist acts emerge in educational and everyday settings. 

Discussions focused on microaggressions demonstrate how interwoven inequity is 

within society and social institutions. Pérez Huber and Solorzano (2015) detail that 

microaggression experiences and frequency are dependent on the location: 

Microaggressions can also occur in schools, classrooms, on the play yard, in 

laboratories, at meetings, and on college campuses, among others. The context of 
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the microaggression not only refers to the location or space that the 

microaggression occurred, but also the larger circumstances and conditions 

present that allowed it to happen. The remaining components of this model 

account for the ways microaggressions impact People of Color who are targeted 

by them. (p. 310) 

The experience of microaggressions is a contemporary form of structural racism that 

ensure peoples of colour remain marginalized and unspoken for. Microaggressions have 

been critiqued and downplayed, with some stating that microaggressions are simply 

isolated incidents and insignificant offences (Sue et al., 2019). However, 

microaggressions are not uncommon; while at times they may be considered subtle or 

unconscious acts, they are incredibly powerful (Davis, 2013; Lawrence, 2013b; Parks & 

Rachlinski, 2013; Pérez Huber & Solozano, 2015). Pérez Huber and Solorzano (2015) 

state that although the name includes “micro” which may induce connotations of a small 

size, these acts of racism are impactful as many attempts to normalize or defend such acts 

are often the response when called out. Scholars such as Pierce (1995) and Davis (2013) 

note that microaggressions often face backlash based on the fear of being deemed racist. 

This naiveté stems from limited education on the recognition of biases and discrimination 

as typically “bystanders experience themselves as good, moral, and decent human beings 

who move about in an invisible veil of Whiteness having minimal awareness of 

themselves as a racial/cultural being, and who possess limited experiences with people of 

color” (Sue et al., 2019, p. 133). As a result, those who inflict microaggressions notably 

ignore or overlook the damage and offense that arises from the verbal or non-verbal 

action.  
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Microaggressions as systemic forms of racism ensure peoples of colour stay 

within the racial margins of dominant and subordinate. One particular instance is from a 

Canadian magazine article and their message towards Asian Canadians and higher 

education. Asians are targeted with prejudices of forever foreigner and model minority 

stereotypes that believe Asian communities will not stand up against racial discrimination 

(Pon, 2004). In Findlay and Köhler’s (2010) article “Too ‘Asian’?”1 they argue that there 

are too many Asians enrolled in Canadian universities. The article’s tone encourages 

negative prejudices towards Asian Canadians as they emphasize how White students feel 

disadvantaged due to not being able to academically compete with Asian peers in 

admissions and feeling that school culture is negatively impacted by Asian Canadians. 

The article spins a story of hate towards Asians, which antagonizes Asian students who 

work with the merit-based system for university applications (Jack-Davies, 2012). As 

Findlay and Köhler (2010) lean on the model minority stereotype that projects their 

prejudices and reveals discriminatory attitudes towards Asians as “taking over” or “not 

belonging” the article also perpetuates Asians as others rather than Canadians in a 

Canadian magazine. As mentioned earlier, while the model minority is discussed, the 

forever foreigner stereotypes also emerge as the article perpetuates outsiders taking over 

Canadian universities.  

Although Findlay and Köhler (2010) are not targeting one individual, the article 

demonstrates the vernacular around Asian Canadians in higher education. These 

prejudices, when unexamined, guide the thoughts, values, and actions of individuals and 

 
1 Retitled later as “The Enrollment Controversy: Worries That Efforts in the U.S. to Limit Enrollment to 

Asian Students in Top Universities May Migrate to Canada”; see 

https://www.macleans.ca/news/canada/too-asian/ 
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shape how the article attacks an entire group based on their racial background. Findlay 

and Köhler’s (2010) article perpetuates negative stereotypes that attack Asians as 

“outsiders” and “nerds” that continue to feed the forever foreigner and model minority 

stereotypes that keep Asian Canadians in the margins of Canadian society. 

In response to the article, Gilmour et al. (2012) compiled numerous chapters by 

Canadian academics to highlight the racist discrimination endorsed in the article and 

address contemporary anti-Asian sentiments found within Canadian society. In the book 

“Too Asian?”: Racism, Privilege, and Post-Secondary Education (Gilmour et al., 2012), 

each chapter identifies the different ways racism towards Asians were reinforced and 

explore the broader consequences of the 2010 article. This book not only addresses the 

article but also is a response to the way Asian Canadians are targeted by racial 

discriminatory prejudices and stereotypes within Canadian higher education and society 

as a whole. As Hsu and Paek (2012) state:  

What happens when you read an article from a mainstream Canadian news source 

centred on the idea that some Canadians think some of our top universities are 

“too Asian”? You end up feeling alienated, hurt, and marginalized by the country 

you grew up in. (p. 95) 

Sue et al. (2019) identify how experiencing microaggressions are “isolating, 

painful, and filled with threat” (p. 131). Which aligns with Pérez Huber and Solorzano’s 

(2015) findings that the effects of microaggressions can lead to unwell feelings and 

serious conditions such as “high blood pressure, depression, and anxiety” (p. 311). While 

there is a fear from perpetrators of being categorized as racist, the victims also often find 

themselves wrestling with the experiences as they either accept the racism or doubt their 

feelings of uneasiness are real (Delgado, 2013; Lawrence, 2013b; Lee, 2018; Yu, 2006). 
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Microaggressions, while often considered as small and benign due to their name and the 

unconscious lack of awareness of prejudices and discrimination, are incredibly powerful 

as there are serious and lasting repercussions which sustain racial divisions (Kim, 1998; 

Pérez Huber & Solozano, 2015). Research understands that such acts have effects on the 

body, mind, and spirits of those who experience these microaggressions often and/or for a 

long period of time (Pierce, 1995).  

Colourblindness 

Another contemporary form of racism comes with the act of believing in the 

colourblind effect. Sensoy and DiAngelo (2017) define colourblindness as “the belief that 

pretending that we don’t notice race will end (or has already ended) racism” (p. 150). 

They argue that the approach to ignore racial differences continues to believe that racial 

discrimination is simply an individual act. The practice of colourblindness is also a 

privilege that may initially sound like a good theory but ignores the fact that people see 

colour and race and through individuals’ experience; we are socialized to process the 

racist messages that circulate society and ourselves. As Gotanda (2013) states, “to be 

racially color blind ... is to ignore what one has already noticed. ... The racially color-

blind-individual perceives race and then ignores it” (p. 36). Racism operates to identify 

certain racial groups as being superior or inferior to others, thus those who can choose to 

ignore race demonstrates privilege that not all can experience (Pon, 2004). This form of 

addressing racial differences also assumes that all people, regardless of colour, 

experience the same reality and opportunities—thus denying the social inequities that 

have historically and currently privilege certain individuals while oppress others (Sensoy 

& DiAngelo, 2017). 
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The practice of colourblindness is often assumed to positively approach racism 

within society, but it instead points to a level of privilege and dominance in society. 

Colourblindness conflates the belief that being race conscious is the same as having racial 

preferences (Carbado & Harris, 2013). Rather than expanding one’s worldview, those 

who attempt to be colourblind hold onto their vision of what diversity is. Pretending to 

not see colour is problematic as it tries to ignore the racist messages and realities in 

society that cannot be ignored by peoples of colour (Carbado & Harris, 2013; Sensoy & 

DiAngelo, 2017). 

Colourblindness is encouraged in discussions about and amongst Asians as it 

feeds into the model minority stereotype (Chou, 2008). The model minority myth ignores 

the historical and current racial discrimination Asians face and simply group all Asians as 

a monolithic group. Similar to the way Asianization is discussed in AsianCrit, 

colourblindness relies on assumption rather than critical awareness. Chou (2008) notes 

that in the past the “term was used to exemplify a successful case of assimilation” (p 

220). The model minority stereotype encourages colourblindness within society as it 

continues to be used as an example of how a racial minority group can succeed both 

academically and economically within North America (Ball, 2019). Asians are 

repositioned to a particular space that “suggests both a sense of superiority and 

inferiority—superior in the process of Asianization to other racial groups and inferior to 

white supremacy” (Chou, 2008, p. 226). Yu (2006) emphasizes that overgeneralizing the 

diverse Asian population to a single homogenous group attempts to hide behind the 

reality that such stereotypes continues to marginalize Asians as outsiders rather than 

being truly “race-neutral.” By taking on a colourblind approach, non-Asians and Asians 
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challenging arguments about White supremacy are fended off with the illusion that 

racism no longer exists as a result of colourblindness. Attempting to adopt a colourblind 

approach is impossible as people do see race and the socialized meanings of different 

races impact individuals and groups of people (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017).  

Internalized Racism 

Internalized racism is the concept where racial ideologies are believed, accepted, 

and projected as shame, self-doubt, disgust, and disrespect toward one’s race and/or 

oneself (Pyke, 2010). Trieu (2018) expresses how internalized racism is “a concept that 

refers to the process in which racially oppressed groups come to accept, believe, and 

internalize the negative views and demeaning/controlling images and behaviours 

produced by the dominant group” (p. 2). Internalized racism is not a result of specific 

cultural groups biologically being inferior but taught through the construction of 

particular worldviews that encourage White privilege. Pyke (2010) emphasizes that the 

dominant group establishes and controls the ideologies, knowledge, and truths that make 

up the realities communities of colour must live within. Thus, the values, actions, and 

traditions dictated by the White dominant society is narrow in accepting the diversity of 

others and projects stereotypes which are too often internalized. 

Internalized racism unearths the truth that racism is much deeper than individual 

mean actions towards certain groups of people. Pyke (2010) emphasizes that “the 

internalization of oppression is a multidimensional phenomenon that assumes many 

forms and sizes across situational contexts, including the intersections of multiple 

systems of domination” (p. 553). In order to protect a White dominant society and 

continue feeding into the narrative that racism is individual actions, discussion on 

internalized racism is often considered taboo (Pyke, 2010; Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017). 
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Although internalized racism is not as popular of a discussion, Pyke (2010) emphasizes 

how integral studying this phenomenon is when discussing racial inequities. Many are 

uncomfortable acknowledging and discussing internalized racism because it points at 

how persistent racism exists within society and oneself (Pyke & Dang, 2003). 

Internalized racial oppression is collectively influenced by factors such as 

historical violence, colonization, “changes in behaviours to ensure psychological and 

physical safety” (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017, p. 155), particular behaviour defined as 

norms, denial of individuality, and accusations of oppression. Scholars such as Cui 

(2019b), Huang (2013), and Trieu (2018) contend that many Asians attempt to find their 

place within North American culture and note many efforts Asian may take to avoid 

being labeled a foreigner or low social class status. The most appealing box Asian 

Canadians often find themselves fitting into is the model minority stereotype as it is often 

associated with being successful. The model minority stereotype has gained popularity 

with those inside and outside of the Asian community (Chang, 1993; Chen, 2017; Trieu, 

2018). The limited types of stereotypes restrict Asians to construct their identities based 

on those perceptions by institutions, society, and the groups they affiliate with (Gee, 

2000). Gee (2000) states that “people can accept, contest, and negotiate identities in terms 

of whether they will be seen” (p. 109). The ways an individual is discussed and perceived 

impacts the ways they develop their own identity (Ball, 2019; Cui, 2019a; Jack-Davies, 

2012; Pon, 2004; Trieu, 2018). With the stereotypical tropes of Asians as foreigners, poor 

industrial workers, or model minorities, embracing the model minority stereotypes seems 

like the best. By associating oneself with success and Whiteness, some Asians hope to fit-

in and improve their social status. 
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The model minority stereotype is often presented as a compliment as it describes 

individuals as intellectual, hardworking, and successful (Chang, 1993; Cui, 2019a; 

Rodríguez & Kim, 2018). However, in his memoir, Huang (2013) emphasizes that “We 

play into the definitions and stereotypes others impose on us and accept the model-

minority myth, thinking it’s positive, but it’s a trap just like any stereotype” (p. 156). 

Thus, the model minority stereotype prevails with assumed “positive” characteristics and 

becomes an identity a number of Asians embrace. As Yu (2006) states, the model 

minority only serves White elites as the assumptions about Asians ensure a certain 

dominant social group and the flow of power focusing on earning the educational, social, 

and economic success that adheres to a White dominant culture. As the stereotype was 

and is casted by the dominant culture, this stereotype works against Asians but may often 

be seen as the only way for Asians to find success within North American society 

(Huang, 2013). The model minority is an exaggeration of the educational and economic 

success that is portrayed through mainstream images. It obscures the ways Asians are 

seen, wish to be seen, and see themselves (Pyke & Dang, 2003). 

Asians are often fitted into either model minorities or forever foreigners, however 

there are particular subcategories that redefine the stereotypical tropes; Asian Canadians 

are a diverse group within their communities, they simply do not always fit the 

characteristics of the forever foreigner or model minority stereotypes. Two particular 

subcategories that Asian Canadians also use, which are typically not considered 

connected to the model minority stereotype is the association of oneself with being 

“fresh-off-the-boat” (FOB) or a “banana.” These two terms typically encapsulate 

association with second-generation immigrants onward rather than new immigrants from 

Asia (Pyke & Dang, 2003). 
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The term FOB initially derived from a slur which identified recent immigrants 

from Asia. The historical meaning focuses on the boat reference, particularly as 

Vietnamese refugees fled on boats to North American after the Vietnam War. The term 

not only pointed to the method of arrival, but also “the freshness, the uncouthness, that 

was to be derided” (Chen, 2017, p. 10). FOBs are often described as individuals who 

display ethnic identifiers. These may be seen if the person speaks English with an accent 

or their native tongue, engages in particular activities that are ethnically traditional, style 

themselves in fashion associated with the homeland, or if they socialize with recently 

immigrated people (Pyke & Dang, 2003). The FOB stereotype constructs the image of an 

individual who is ignorant to socialization as they are simply unassimilable. Trieu (2018) 

contends that while this stereotype may seem to categorize individuals as “ethnic 

traditionalist” (p. 152), it also creates a community that engages in the commonality of 

being more Asian, compared to those who are not “‘one of us’” (p. 152). As Cui (2015) 

notes, “the identity label of FOB demonstrates another variant of racialized habitus that is 

not based on intergroup discrimination (white vs. Chinese) but intragroup distinction 

(among Chinese students themselves) in the name of so-called different cultural tastes” 

(p. 1166). This intragroup distinction of a FOB only continues to divide individual not 

through discrimination towards Asians from non-Asians, but within Asian communities. 

Another term often used within the Asian community is a banana, which refers to 

an individual who assimilates with the White mainstream. Pyke and Dang (2003) identify 

that a banana is synonymous with similar terms such as being “whitewashed.” The term 

“twinkie” has similarly been used to emphasize how someone is “‘yellow on the outside 

and white on the inside’” (Pyke & Dang, 2003, p. 156). Trieu (2018) notes how these 
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individuals are typically perceived to be unable to speak their “native tongue,” socialize 

exclusively with non-Asians, and dress and present appearances associated with 

European-White culture. As such, those who either perceive themselves or are perceived 

as bananas are also seen projecting shame towards Asian language, history, and culture 

(Pyke & Dang, 2003). As a mechanism to avoid feeling rejected, intimidated, divided, or 

unwelcome, oftentimes, many second-generation Asians lean towards Euro-American 

culture and the “banana” identity in an attempt to feel a sense of belonging in American 

culture (Cui, 2019b; Pyke & Dang, 2003). Coming from a place of trying to fit in and 

attempting to avoid the “negative” stereotypes, the “banana” stereotype seemly provides 

Asians with a way to try and associate with White peers in a White dominant society 

(Trieu, 2018). 

Pyke and Dang (2003) assert that the application of terms such as forever 

foreigner, model minority, FOB, and banana to individuals’ “identities reveals more 

about the labelers than it does about the people to whom the labels are applied” (p. 156). 

They point to the way racist prejudices towards Asians have manifested from the 

historical labour and deaths of countless Asian Canadians to the unfolding of 

microaggression, colourblindness, and internalized racism. The benign ways Asians are 

treated, accepted, and excluded are present as microaggressions (Sue et al., 2019). As 

Sensoy and DiAngelo (2017) state, colourblindness is the privilege of choosing to ignore 

racism and trying to convince others that racism does not exist, and thus allowing 

discrimination to persist within society. Internalized racism shows the depth racism is 

embedded as prejudices and stereotypes are perceived to be embraced by Asian groups. 

The result for many Asians is the fact that they are confined to certain applied labels. Cui 
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(2019a) notes that “discrimination, marginalization, and exclusion that are historically 

rooted in the social structures of Western society may take new forms of expression in 

the twenty-first century, especially in relation to racialized minority groups” (p. 67). By 

exploring these three contemporary forms of racism, I understand the structural and 

institutional ways these racial prejudices and stereotypes are accepted and normalized.  

Canadian Multicultural Context 

Education in Canada has substantially adopted multicultural approaches as a way 

to strategically manage discussions of racial diversity and discrimination (Sensoy & 

DiAngelo, 2017). As a useful tool, Ghosh and Galczynski (2014) describe the term 

multiculturalism as a way for people to identify being not White and stressing equality 

between all races—alluding to the notion that “socio-cultural and economic differences 

(education, occupation, and income) are seen as the only barriers to equal opportunity” 

(pp. 1−2). The term multiculturalism gained popularity in the 1970s when the Prime 

Minister at the time, Pierre Elliot Trudeau, announced the official multicultural policy in 

1971 (Ghosh & Galczynski, 2014; Segeren & Kutsyuruba, 2012). Since then, the use of 

the term multicultural (and multiculturalism) has dynamically integrated itself in 

educational discourse around racial and cultural differences (Pon, 2004). Initially 

multiculturalism was a useful tool to encourage acceptance of cultural differences within 

Canada and led to the development of numerous policies in the 1990s. Such 

multiculturalism policies influences the Ontario educational settings as Segeren and 

Kutsyuruba (2012) detail the shift to this approach in education focuses on preventing 

“bullying, violence, and discrimination” (p. 11). The goals of such diversity focused 

policies were to prioritize the Ontario Ministry of Education’s “high levels of student 
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achievement, reduce gaps in student achievement, and increasing public confidence in the 

publicly funded education system” (Segeren & Kutsyuruba, 2012, p. 12). 

Scholars such as Pon (2004), Ghosh and Galczynski (2014), Cui (2015), and 

Sensoy and DiAngelo (2017) note that policies encouraging multiculturalism simply 

support the celebration of cultural diversity. The celebration of cultural traditions along 

with events such as Christianity’s Christmas and Easter, focus on food and fun. This is 

seen in educational settings as “study of ‘exotic’ cultures, ‘multicultural days,’ and 

compensatory programs such as language learning (English/French)” (Ghosh & 

Galczynski, 2014, p. 2). Cui (2015) states that “at schools, multicultural education takes 

on a superficial, pluralist position, which focuses on celebrating diverse ethnic cultures 

and festivals, rather than addressing the issues of power, privilege, and life chances in a 

real sense” (p. 1166). Therefore, while multiculturalism in educational settings was a 

well-adopted strategy, there are great limitations to this approach to diversity. 

Pon (2004) identifies these limitations in multicultural policy as he notes how the 

policy has been interpreted in ways that encourage celebratory events that tend to focus 

largely on cultural differences, which further perpetuates racism by leaving race 

unacknowledged. These celebrations simply equate race with ethnicity and culture but do 

nothing to address issues faced by various racialized groups. Pon (2004) underscores that 

such events emphasize a simplified definition of Canadianness as “White Anglo, French, 

and Celtic” (p. 34). That criteria for Canadianness does more than allude to culture as a 

foreign concept; in doing so, multicultural events and celebrations ignore and reject the 

historic and current issues faced by peoples of colour. Rather than connecting the 

structural barriers which uphold racism, multiculturalism focuses solely and ignorantly 

on cultural differences even though race is at the forefront of diversity issues. As Pon 
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(2004) notes, these multiculturalism events are protected through the structural paradigms 

that emphatically separate culture from race. It is within this multicultural context that the 

Ontario Ministry of Education addresses and acknowledges the disproportionate 

advantages and disadvantages with policy encouraging multiculturalism in an attempt to 

create equal opportunities for students of diverse backgrounds (Ghosh & Galczynski, 

2014; Pon, 2004).  

Description of Equity Action Plan 

Schools are microcosms of society in Ontario, as racism has changed dramatically 

with policies developed throughout history especially in particular looking at race and 

racial discrimination, I found it imperative to consider the educational approaches to 

racism. One particular document that is focused on ensuring equity and inclusive 

education is the Ontario Ministry of Education’s (2017) plan is detailed in the Equity 

Action Plan. The 38-page document focuses on improving Ontario’s efforts for students 

to have a more equitable and inclusive experience in schools. The Minister of Education 

at the time of publication, Mitzie Hunter, notes how the Equity Action Plan would 

provide “a clear and robust blueprint” (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2017, p. i) to 

ensure equity amongst all students for improved student achievement and overall well-

being for all in Ontario education. The document includes four major sections and a 

conclusion. These four sections are (a) Moving Forward: Fulfilling Our Renewed Vision 

for Education; (b) Objectives and Actions; (c) Overview: Ontario’s Equity Action Plan; 

(d) In Detail: The Three-Year Action Plan. 

The development of the Equity Action Plan was heavily influenced by previous 

policies which also focused on creating more equitable and inclusive learning for Ontario 

students. The progression was heavily influenced by the Policy/Program Memorandum 
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No. 119: Development and Implementation of School Board Policies on Antiracism and 

Ethnocultural Equity (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2009; hereafter Memorandum 119). 

Originally Memorandum 119 was developed in 1993 to support school boards to develop 

and implement their own anti-racism and ethnocultural equity policies (Segeren & 

Kutsyuruba, 2012). Memorandum 119 hoped to identify the various policies, procedures, 

behaviours, and practices that were racist. By improving the “knowledge, skills, and 

attitudes” (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2013, p. 2), school boards and schools hoped 

to actively work towards goals that meant their communities would be more inclusive 

and equitable to people of various racial and ethnic backgrounds. In the present day, 

those visions for increased equity continue but under a broader definition of what is 

defined as an inclusive approach to education. 

The Equity Action Plan also developed ideas from the Equity and Inclusive 

Strategy (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2009); however, it made new approaches to help 

identify and eliminate discriminatory practices. The Equity Action Plan intends to 

function as a roadmap to provide guidance alongside the Equity and Inclusive Strategy. 

Through the description, the purpose and plan of actions were broadly produced for 

teachers to support student achievements. The 2009 policy was revised in 2014. The 

Equity and Inclusive Strategy was noted to later continue the mission of the Ontario 

Ministry of Education with the Equity Action Plan. The Equity Action Plan focuses on 

providing an outline for teachers, staff, administrators, and educational leaders to address 

inequities within schools in hopes for a safer and more welcoming future. 

The Equity Action Plan seeks to reduce and remove any discrimination, school 

biases, and classroom practices that persist throughout the education system. The Ontario 

Ministry of Education recognized that the population of the province includes a diverse 
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number of people, many of whom face adversities which they have limited or no control 

over. They acknowledge that due to long-term negative practices within education, the 

experiences of students have likely impacted other aspects of their lives too. Some 

elements that can be affected may be their “health, well-being, economic self-sufficiency 

and participation in society” (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2017, p. 4). As a result, in 

order for school boards, schools, teachers, and staff to better serve the diverse students, 

they must all work towards building students’ confidence and the sense of inclusion and 

acceptance within their society. In collaboration with the Equity and Inclusive Strategy, 

the Equity Action Plan hopes to eliminate the contributing biases and barriers that limit 

student prospects both in education and life. 

The Equity Action Plan’s goal hopes to provide a roadmap for discussions on 

equity and inclusion in Ontario schools, also locates itself as a part of constructing 

history. Similar to the AsianCrit tenet (re)constructive history, both attempts to add to the 

literature in order to provide a breadth of knowledge which develops the discourse and 

understandings of the diversity of peoples of colour (Iftikar & Museus, 2018). As 

Segeren and Kutsyuruba (2012) state, “the decision-making stage formalizes who is 

included and who is excluded” (p. 5). It is clear that issues of exclusion based on race, 

socioeconomic status, Indigenous backgrounds, sexual orientation, religion, special 

needs, and disabilities need to be addressed more deeply within the revisions to the 

Equity Action Plan. In order to remove the structural barriers, the document 

acknowledges the diversity of students and staff that face oppression and inequity in 

Ontario schools with hope that the Equity Action Plan works as a step forward to more 

culturally responsive pedagogy. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODLOGY 

The purpose of this chapter is to explain the methodology used to complete this 

project. My study uses my native experiences in an autoethnography to uncover the 

personal details of how racism in education such as elementary, secondary, and 

postsecondary school settings impact the ways Asian Canadians navigate Ontario society. 

This section details why I analyze the vignettes as they are important in my exploration 

of the research questions and articulate the way AsianCrit as a framework. Discussing 

how the use of autoethnography is compelled by the framework to tell the story of 

Asians, and in this case, my story as an Asian Canadian.  

Autoethnography 

Autoethnography is a qualitative research method that draws upon reflective self-

examinations to describe and analyze one’s social and cultural contexts (Creswell, 2012; 

Reed-Danahay, 1997). As a more creative approach to research, autoethnographies may 

take various forms including “short stories, fiction, narrative, and more” (Hamilton et al., 

2008, p. 24). Within these forms, researchers may share their native experiences which 

connect to cultural contexts. By opening up to their perspective, researchers conduct 

ethnographies of their surroundings. As Reed-Danahay (1997) states, “Autoethnography 

is defined as a form of self-narrative that places the self within a social context. It is both 

a method and a text, as in the case of ethnography” (p. 9). Autoethnographies stimulate 

an awareness for researchers as they explore their “dual identity” as both the researcher 

and the researched (Reed-Danahay, 1997). Reed-Danahay (1997) emphasizes how 

autoethnographies require an awareness of oneself, because this methodology 

interweaves both the personal, cultural, and societal experiences. Other autoethnographic 
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scholars such as Ellis (1999) add to this notion of self-awareness by describing how 

rigorous individual self-reflection can be and how the process as “amazingly difficult” (p. 

671). Self-questioning requires the researcher(s) to confront particular lived experiences 

and truths about oneself which may not be complimentary. However, by connecting both 

the self and society, the work of autoethnography can provide an avenue for meaningful 

research both for that of the social group analyzed and for oneself as it is an act of self-

exploration (Ellis, 1999). 

Reed-Danahay (1997) discusses how “practitioners of ethnography have become 

increasingly aware of the politics of representation and of the power relations inherent in 

traditional ethnographic accounts” (p. 2). With increased awareness and discussion of 

representation and power relations, she details three particular intersecting genres of 

autoethnographic writing: (a) native anthropology, which focuses on how participants 

interact with their experiences and become the subject of their own ethnography; (b) 

ethnic autobiography, which includes the personal accounts of individuals within “ethnic 

minority groups” (p. 2); and (c) autobiographical autoethnography, which includes one’s 

own personal experiences. In this paper, I notice how the vignettes all align to these three 

genres. As the four vignettes critically explore the ways Asians experience racism in 

educational settings, it centres me as a subject of the ethnography. I detail my own 

personal accounts from the perspective of an Asian Canadian and provide the viewpoint 

while interweaving scholarly literature to add depth into the project. 

As a Chinese Canadian, my experiences from an Asian standpoint provide a 

narrative that as scholars such as Chang (2013) note are often ignored or forgotten. 

Sharing my personal stories emphasizes the power of my voice, and how the accounts 
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and perspectives are privileged through analysis (Muncey, 2010). These vignettes are 

detailed summaries of my recollection, therefore the details included are ultimately from 

my perspective. 

I acknowledge that this story cannot be linear. As Ellis (1999) states, these stories 

will continue to live as my truths. This research relies on my perspective and is limited as 

it cannot capture the experiences of all Asian Canadians however it may provide stories 

other peoples of colour can relate to and learn from (Muncey, 2010). Creswell (2012) 

notes the importance of ensuring openness and transparency about the limitations of 

one’s research within ethnographies. Using autoethnography focuses the study on writing 

and recording myself as the subject (Creswell, 2012; Ellis, 1999). As the discussion 

focuses on my vignettes and particular experiences, I recognize that the data are limited 

to a single voice. The stories capture the past and therefore can yield a certain bias. 

Nevertheless, the vignettes question the existing structures and functions within the 

institution and expose a vulnerable self for the purpose of research (Ellis, 1999). I aim to 

keep the focus balanced between critically and theoretically informed analysis to develop 

my stories. Doing so, I follow Hamilton et al.’s (2008) guidance to ensure the study 

“involves a thoughtful look at texts read, experiences had, people known and ideas 

considered” (p. 20). 

The vignettes are both part of my research and vulnerability. By sharing my 

introspective experiences as an Asian Canadian in order to understand the societal 

experiences faced by Asians in Canada, I expose myself to potential critiques. Lee (2018) 

states the importance of reflection into oneself is required when exploring experiences of 

others. The vignettes are associated with schooling in Ontario and provide data that 
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connect to academic literature around Asian Canadians and exposes me as the 

“participant.”  

Connecting Methodology and Theoretical Framework 

Sharing my own personal stories in the research not only serves as a way to 

provide an example of Asian Canadian experiences but also allows me to build on the 

AsianCrit theoretical framework and evaluate the ways racism unfolds institutionally and 

structurally (Chang, 1993; Iftikar & Museus, 2018). In the four vignettes explored, I use 

the seven AsianCrit tenets as a lens to examine those experiences which frame an 

understanding of how particular, nuanced, and complex the Asian Canadian experiences 

truly are. The theoretical framework lays the foundation to analyze my accounts and 

allows for investigation of my experiences in schools (Iftikar & Museus, 2018). The use 

of autoethnography aligns with the AsianCrit tenets as it also provides transparent stories 

that offer an opportunity to question the existing structures and functions within the 

policies (Loughran, 2004). 

Two of the central AsianCrit tenets—(re)constructive history; the story, theory, 

and praxis—emphasize the importance of storytelling from an Asian perspective. First, 

the (re)constructive history tenet underscores that the stories and voices of Asians have 

been and are silenced throughout history. Second, the story, theory, and praxis tenet 

claim that historical knowledge typically serves a White European epistemology. 

Consequently, AsianCrit notes how essential including Asian counter-experiences and 

perspectives are, particularly in educational scholarship and design (Chang, 1993; Iftikar 

& Museus, 2018). I hope to offer insight into current equity approaches, policies, and 

practices in educational contexts. In addition to these two tenets, various other elements 
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of the AsianCrit framework will be addressed in this research paper; such as 

Asianization, transnational contexts, strategic (anti)essentialism, intersectionality, and a 

commitment to social justice. I use the AsianCrit framework as a lens to dissect and 

understand my personal vignettes.  

The Process 

The literature reviewed implores a systematic method that looks to understand the 

various bodies of information under the lens of my research questions. Jesson et al. 

(2011) detailed six stages of a systematic review method: (a) define the research 

question; (b) design the plan; (c) search for literature; (d) apply exclusion and inclusion 

criteria; (e) apply quality assessment; and (f) synthesize. This method was best to apply 

as it ensures that literature remain relevant and appropriate to the study, thus building on 

the information and diving deep into the topic. 

While this study considers the issues faced by teachers it also addresses the 

experiences from a student perspective. As a result, initially the research focus searched 

for academic literature with particular keywords such as “racism”; “racism in education”; 

“microaggressions”; “Asian Canadians”; “model minority”; “Critical Race Theory”; and 

“Asians Critical Theory.” These keywords provided a base to begin searching for 

literature that supports my understanding of racism towards Asians in Canada. The 

literature includes works from the late-1900s to the present day and while the primary 

focus is in Canada, a majority of scholarship found was published in the U.S. As Cui 

(2019b) notes, many studies that focus on researching Asian in North American contexts 

are often based in the U.S. As a result, there were limitations to the literature available in 

my search for discussion on Asian Canadians. The narratives of Asian experiences 
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connecting to my stories solely concentrate on North American lives and the stereotypes 

that are prevalent in North American society. However, this study seeks to add to the 

body of literature that focuses on Asian Canadian experiences.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: STORIES AND ANALYSES 

These vignettes work to serve two main functions. First, these vignettes provide 

an “insider’s” view of the particular forms of racism Asians experience particularly 

focused on the forever foreigner and model minority stereotypes. Reed-Danahay (1997) 

underscores the importance for “natives” to share their stories in order to increase 

discussion and awareness of politics, representation, and power relations. I wish to share 

my stories as examples of how racism has unfolded for me as an Asian Canadian in 

educational settings. The vignettes reflect my educational experiences as both student and 

teacher. 

The second reason I share these vignettes is to open the dialogue about Asian 

Canadian racialized experiences within educational contexts. Asian Canadian experiences 

are often pushed aside, ignored, or forgotten (Chang, 1993). As a result, the four 

vignettes detail personal and reflective moments from my childhood up until adulthood. 

Each vignette is analyzed to expose not only the actions that occurred in the moment, but as 

this is an autoethnography, I unpack how deeply racism is rooted in society and within my 

own development and socialization. By providing these stories and analyses in this project, 

I highlight the ways these incidents are bigger than just fleeting moments in my life. 

Sharing these stories also connect to AsianCrit tenets (re)constructive history and 

story, theory, and praxis. While these two tenets detail how imperative it is to provide 

Asian voices to fill in gaps in history and while it is easier to prescribe such practice, it is 

also important for AsianCrit scholars to continue to turn to such practice. Chang (1993) 

emphasizes how discussions of racism in general are repeatedly discounted, however for 

Asians, the nuanced forms of racism uncover an ugliness that most do not want to see. As 

scholars have shared their own experiences, my vignettes add to that discussion and hope 
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to help reconstruct the discourses about Asians (Chang, 1993; Huang, 2013; Kim, 1998). 

Although my vignettes are not able to stop these experiences from happening to all 

Asians, discussing these very moments are vital to identify the stereotypes and discourses 

around Asianness to understand how those influence Asians, other peoples of colour, and 

the establishments within education that socialize and impact Asian Canadians.  

Vignette 1: Celebrating Diversity 

When I was in Grade 3, I was approached by my elementary school principal and 

asked if I would be open to do a presentation that would share what Chinese New Year is 

to our school. She said that the event was intended to focus on teaching students about all 

the Chinese New Year festivities. As a young child, about 8 years old, I remember feeling 

incredibly honoured to be asked to speak publicly and teach others in the school. 

However, one problem crossed my mind as I began thinking about my speech, “How am 

I going to learn all about Chinese New Year before the assembly?” 

In my family, Chinese New Year meant gathering together and enjoying a big 

meal where everyone brings homemade food that are staples and from our region of 

Guangdong in China. These dishes are an opportunity for us to share our cooking and 

recipes so that amongst the nuclear families we as a whole family tree could gather and 

enjoy each other’s company. Lunar New Year’s celebratory parties were similar to the 

way my extended family quintessentially organized lunches or dinners that celebrated 

Mother’s Day, Thanksgiving, or Christmas. Growing up, Chinese New Year was just 

another reason to see my grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins.  

In the days leading up to the presentation at school I asked family members about 

traditions and practices that occurred during Chinese New Year. An issue I faced during 

my research was that my aunts, uncles, and cousins were all born and raised in Canada. 
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Their answers ranged from what they heard and believed happened in China during the 

country’s Chinese New Year celebrations. Although none of them had ever celebrated 

Chinese New Year festivities in China, they told me of traditions such as wearing red 

traditional garments, being around family, and eating certain foods. I learned about how 

Chinese people would host Chinese dragon events. These events were meant to ward off 

bad spirits; it involved people dressed and dancing in dragon costumes while others 

would loudly pound on drums and ignite firecrackers. I became quite interested and 

wanted to ensure my school got the most authentic experience. My family helped me 

prepare for my big presentation by buying and bringing a dragon costume and Chinese 

candies to my elementary school while I cleaned my one cheongsam for the event. 

Cheongsam are known to represent the national clothing culture in China. With 

decorative embroidery on silk, cheongsam both promote certain values and traditions in 

Chinese history. The connection to historical Chinese garments, in some ways, nurtures 

relationships to a national identity (Liu, 2009). 

On the day of the assembly, I stood in front of over a hundred people in my red 

cheongsam and read the speech I had written detailing what I believed Chinese people 

did when celebrating Chinese New Year. With the head of a dragon perched on a table 

beside me, I stood on stage and began an informative presentation with some audio of a 

ceremony with drums and firecrackers. Not only did I deliver the information of the 

celebration, I also looked the part. I felt a sense of pride that I was chosen to speak in 

front of the school, even if it was on a topic I had very little knowledge about. At the end 

of my presentation, I knew I met their expectations of teaching what Chinese New Year 

was and how to celebrate it with a number of entertaining elements as I received 

numerous compliments from peers, teachers, and guest parents. For the rest of the day, I 
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was allowed to enjoy the candies and compliments on my cheongsam and I was then 

known as the expert on Chinese traditions.  

Analysis of Vignette 1 

Analyzing Vignette 1, I note three main issues that arose in the unfolding of this 

experience. This analysis considers (a) the reliance on a single person to speak on behalf 

of an entire group of people; (b) the dictation of who has culture; and (c) the 

pervasiveness of multiculturalism in schools. 

Vignette 1 demonstrates the power my presence had as a young Asian Canadian 

as it was given authority to speak about an entire celebration that often has and continues 

to be categorized as a Chinese celebration. First, I must admit, the event discussed as 

Chinese New Year historically and currently is one that is also celebrated by many non-

Chinese people. This event follows the lunar calendar and shall hereinafter be referred to 

as Lunar New Year. The expectation that I could or should speak on behalf of Chinese 

people on the celebratory events that occur during Lunar New Year, exposes certain 

essentialist assumptions about Asians. For example, Iftikar and Museus (2018) noted that 

Asians are often lumped together and simplified into a “monolithic racial group” (p. 936). 

The issue with homogenizing Asians promotes the beliefs that “‘all Orientals look alike’” 

(Kim, 1998, p. 4) and perpetuates biases that numerous ethnic groups are all the same. 

Although as a youngster I may not have asked, “Why was I the most qualified 

person to share the traditions of such a grand festivity?”; however, I was aware of my 

limited knowledge on Lunar New Year. Chang (1993) emphasizes how a single narrative 

cannot be the only source of knowledge. In my case, the school relied on my singular 

voice, one that was young and proud to speak about a culture that I was supposed to 
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know. However, the principal and teachers at my elementary school only received a 

limited opportunity to learn about “Chinese New Year” as they relied solely on one 

individual voice. 

Events such as the assembly I spoke at are constructed to focus on culture, but 

fails to address issues of race (Pon, 2004; Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017). The event, while 

labelled “Chinese New Year,” focused on how the tradition was part of my culture. 

Consequently, it was a culture I knew very little about, even though it was supposed to be 

mine and instead led to my own researching of the festivities. The invitation to speak 

came from assumptions associated with my appearance and ethnic background and the 

related expectation that I must follow certain traditions. While my teachers and principals 

may have been well-intentioned, their prejudices assumed certain stereotypes about me as 

an Asian and reinforced those stereotypes by expecting me to speak not just for them, but 

for my classmates as well (Sue et al., 2019). In the case of Vignette 1, by calling the 

event Chinese New Year, it also perpetuated the assumption that all who celebrate Lunar 

New Year are Chinese—or that all Chinese people celebrate Lunar New Year. 

Pyke (2010) underscores how “the dominant group controls the construction of 

reality through the production of ideologies or ‘knowledge’” (p. 556). The second issue 

that must be considered from the vignette focuses on the question, “Who has culture?” As 

I stated, by asking me to present to the school on Lunar New Year, the principal assumed 

that because I am Chinese, I must celebrate Lunar New Year. Pyke (2010) emphasizes 

that these assumptions are evident as White privilege racially oppresses certain groups to 

uphold superiority within society’s norms and knowledge. Cui (2017) articulates how 

overt racism is critiqued and removed from formal school curriculum, noting that “a 
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racial (un)consciousness resulting from the indoctrination of entire generations does not 

disappear easily” (p. 1155). The racialized habitus educators hold influences the ways 

they construct knowledge through social interactions and the hidden curriculum. The 

teachers’ and principal’s racialized habitus generated assumptions about my 

understanding of Chinese culture and what Lunar New Year was as a celebration—they 

treated me as a symbol of Asian culture (Cui, 2017). 

This also feeds into the notion that certain individuals are more cultured and 

others are less cultured, in this case, more Asian or Canadian. Pyke and Dang (2003) state 

these are evident with labels such as FOB and bananas. Aforementioned in my literature 

review, these terms attempt to create polarizing categories and stigmatize Asian 

Canadians in ways that present some as more authentically Asian than others. Pyke and 

Dang (2003) detail that individuals who are labeled FOBs are:   

Those who display any of several ethnic identifiers such as speaking accented 

English, speaking Korean or Vietnamese with peers, engaging in behavior and 

leisure pursuits associated with newer arrivals or ethnic traditionalists, dressing in 

styles associated with the homeland or ethnic enclaves, or socializing with 

recently immigrated coethnics or ethnic traditionalists. Accent and foreign 

language were particularly important markers of the “FOB,” reflecting the 

centrality of language in ethnicization processes and the tendency of anti-Asian 

discrimination to center around language and accent. (p. 156)  

While the teachers and principal may not have taken note of these differences, 

their biases dictated that I was to act more Asian by dressing and presenting the traditions 

of Lunar New Year. Although I have a Canadian accent and was unable to form full 
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sentences in Cantonese, the language from my grandparents’ birthplace, I met the 

expectations which were asked of me for the presentation which encouraged that I look 

the part as well. In the case of this presentation, the teachers and principal did nothing to 

reflect on how the event represents Chinese, or Asians in general, through a cultural event 

that focused on simply celebrating difference. 

The third issue is the adoption of events and initiatives that serve the established 

ideologies of multicultural policies; such initiatives focus on highlighting a particular 

culture for the pleasure of others. Reflecting on this experience, I note how my position 

as a Chinese Canadian student speaking about Lunar New Year fulfilled the expectations 

of the principal. Rather than sharing what my family and I do for “Chinese New Year,” I 

put on a show. On the day of the assembly, I hoped to meet the interests of my school’s 

students, teachers, and staff. I reinforced their expectations of what “Chinese New Year” 

was and how to celebrate it as I presented my traditions as exotic and different from 

Canadian culture. I was then allowed to enjoy the sweets and compliments on my 

cheongsam as they all relished my informative presentation. However, what made me the 

most “qualified” person to speak about Lunar New Year? I was assumed to be an expert 

on a culture I had limited knowledge about because of my race and due to the prejudiced 

biases of the staff and teachers. 

I was reminded of this event as an adult, working in a public school, as I spoke 

with a fellow teacher who felt restricted from celebrating certain events such as 

multicultural days. As my initial research for this project hoped to consider teachers’ 

comfort with discussing topics of race and ethnicity, I engaged with the teacher about 

their opinions, especially on that month’s Black History theme. She exclaimed, “Years 
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ago, I was multicultural! I had posters in my room focusing on celebrating the groups of 

people for their month, like Black History Month and Asian Pacific American History 

Month! Now everything is seen as wrong!” She continued by stating how uncomfortable 

she was incorporating such months of celebration since “in this day and age” she felt that 

White people are just attacked whenever they bring up multiculturalism days and racially 

focused events. 

My experience with my colleague, who is a White upper-middle-classed woman, 

and her angst that “Now everything is seen as wrong!” makes me wonder if she ever 

considered the experience of a person who is celebrated for a month or day because they 

are not seen as Canadian? “Whites so internalize their own power and taken-for-granted 

superiority that they resist self-questioning” (Sleeter, 1993, as cited in Cui, 2017, p. 

1162). If my colleague reflected on the reasons why their uncritical multicultural 

initiatives were not effective, perhaps they could have understood that multiculturalism is 

not about White people; anti-racism cannot serve the comfort of White teachers. Lee 

(2018) states how peoples of colour all experience racism differently, but White people 

are limited in their ability to adequately address these experiences due to their privilege. 

This initial thought and Lee’s point underscores the need for education to address the true 

commitment to social justice. This is not simply an isolated case with this single teacher 

and their lack of experience; rather this is an issue of limited social justice awareness 

with the reliance on multicultural policies and events instead of learning about the 

discrimination peoples of colour encounter. 

Daniels (2009) states that discussions on race “continue to be sites of tension, 

frustration and violence” (p. 177). As an evidently difficult topic since teaching, as a 
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profession, is filled predominantly with White and middle-class females (Tatum, 1999), 

thus their experiences with racial inequity are limited. In particular, a focus on studying 

racial discrimination is limited when emphasizing the emotional individual, group, and 

structural issue of racism in academia and casual conversations. Teachers who have never 

felt the isolation and disturbing emotions that arise when one is racially stereotyped or 

discriminated against can only know so much about the experience of racism (Sensoy & 

DiAngelo, 2017). 

The use of a single event, assembly, poster of celebration or acknowledgement is 

not sufficient in addressing historic and present-day inequities. In Vignette 1, this is 

apparent as my culture was only given one day and an assembly for celebration. After the 

excitement, I re-joined my classmates somewhat seamlessly as just another Canadian 

student, but now noticeably I was the speaker of Chinese culture and tradition. Although 

initiatives such as multicultural days or events focusing on a culture’s practice can be an 

opportunity for issues of oppression to emerge and be addressed, it often does not occur 

and alienates and highlights differences (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017). Pon (2004) details 

that this stems from multicultural policy encouraging schools to celebrate cultural 

differences. Admittedly, while events such as “multicultural days” and Black History 

may open up discussions on inequality of the past, they also emphasize culture, rather 

than racial inequality. Uncritically addressed or adopted multiculturalism identifies 

groups of people as either “real Canadians” and “other Canadians.” Those identities not 

only articulate how cultural groups are those not from Canada but also encourage belief 

that “real Canadians” are anglophone and/or francophones with European descent (Pon, 

2004). This is problematic as it details the foreignness of individuals. As Pyke and Dang 
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(2003) acknowledge, even if I never knew another language other than English, the 

assumption would be based on my appearance as an Asian which is believed to be 

foreign and designates my position as an “other” rather than a “real Canadian.” 

Multicultural approaches without a critical lens focuses on the cultural differences 

and celebration of food, costume, and traditions, but neglect to address the ostracized 

groups of individuals who do not ascribe to what they are stereotyped to be. Jack-Davies 

(2012) indicates how Canadians at such events are to celebrate a pluralistic society, “any 

mention of the racialization of these cultures of their inequal access to power and 

resources remains unwelcome” (p. 118). Therefore, the multicultural group is restricted 

from using these events to discuss inequalities within Canadian society and schools. They 

also dodge conversations about the individuals and groups of individuals that do not fit 

the White “real Canadian” or foreign “other Canadian” category. Such a situation may 

occur if people are asked to bring “food from their country.” Does an Asian born and 

raised in Canada bring poutine or bannock? Multiculturalism continues to reiterate 

classifications of dominant and subordinate or majority and minority groups. Although it 

is disguised behind celebration of diversity, it is problematic for peoples of colour who 

wish to proudly share cultural traditions but are limited to what others believe is their 

culture. 

Pon (2004) accentuates that the use of celebration to address differences in culture 

ostracizes those who do not fit within the stereotypical molds. Furthermore, as the 

purpose of multicultural initiatives strongly rely on the celebration of cultures it 

perpetuates the categorization of the other and stigmatizes those who do not fit the mold 

of a “cultured” individual. The two stereotypes, forever foreigner and model minority, are 
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perpetuated in multicultural initiatives as they accentuate the need for Asians to meet the 

stereotypes. For Asians, as a forever foreigner or model minority, Cui (2019a) identifies 

that they often adhere to the stereotypes and remain silent in “sharing indigenous 

knowledge” (p. 72) in fear of being ignored or rejected. When asked to bring food or 

clothing from their culture, Asians often will turn to including traditional dishes and 

costumes to follow along with what they believe is required to fit in (Huang, 2013). As 

noted earlier, I knew little about the traditions and celebratory events that occurred for 

Lunar New Year, but I felt honoured to wear a cheongsam and teach my school because 

it was an opportunity to share the knowledge. However, this Lunar New Year event was 

problematic as it was based the stereotypes around Asians and a celebration of 

differences that did not include attention on inequities faced by peoples of colour. Thus, 

in an attempt to meet the stereotypical moulds, as a young 9-year-old, I conformed to the 

expectations in fear of not being accepted. 

A multicultural focused event celebrating a group that is oppressed does not truly 

change the ways they are understood, in the context of Asians, such events rely on a 

cultural focus and ignore the racial discrimination Asians have historically and currently 

face. While an event’s popularity may seem enticing to teachers hoping to address 

diversity, it reiterates racial differences and continues to perpetuate the “other” as it is 

selective of who is celebrated. As Sue et al. (2019) state, “in many cases, bias and 

discrimination go unchallenged because the behaviors and words are disguised in ways 

that provide cover for their expression and/or the belief that they are harmless and 

insignificant” (p. 128). Although the principal in Vignette 1 may have been well-intended 

by asking me to share knowledge on Lunar New Year, the initiative was inadequate in 
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actually discussing diversity and differences in culture or race (Pon, 2004). The event 

ignored any discussion on the ugly side of oppression such as racism and will continue to 

do so if teachers are not critical about the purpose of such events (Jack-Davies, 2012; 

Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017). 

Race as a socially constructed phenomenon can and must be reshaped from 

something that is “othered” in comparison to Whiteness (Museus & Iftikar, 2014). The 

multicultural initiatives gain popularity but do not interrogate the historical and current 

impacts of racism towards Asians. As evident in my experience, it therefore is 

insufficient when teaching about the experiences of Asian Canadians through a single 

event that focuses on culture simply with celebration.   

Vignette 2: Learning About Canada 

In Grade 6, I was assigned a social studies assignment that the teacher hoped to 

shed some light on the cultural and ethnic backgrounds of each individual student in my 

class. The assignment was to interview someone in my family so I could have a better 

understanding of my own background. 

The person I chose to interview was my maternal grandfather. I chose him 

because he was the first person in our family to immigrate to Canada. As an 11-year-old 

girl, I had an inadequate understanding of why this assignment was important but found 

myself interested in the possible wisdom my grandfather could share. My knowledge 

about Chinese culture was narrow as both my parents were born in Canada and our 

household only spoke English. However, I knew that there were differences in being 

Chinese Canadian. For example, during the week I would work on fractions and study 

French as my second language, but on the weekends, I would spend my time in Toronto’s 
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Chinatown. On Saturdays, I went to Chinese school in a downtown public school that the 

Chinese association had rented, and on Sundays I learned traditional Chinese folk 

dancing in a stained glass and fortress-like community center. After both classes, my 

grandfather would join my mother to pick me up and would always share a small Chinese 

“snack”—a few pieces of pork belly or a cha siu bao. My grandfather encouraged his 

family to embrace Canadian culture but always found time to connect his family to our 

Chinese background with food. 

In the interview, my grandfather explained how he arrived as a teenager and 

eagerly worked in Chinese restaurants. He told me of how he learned English at the local 

church for a few years and eventually found his place amongst other Chinese people 

immigrating to Canada in the late 1950s. I marveled at the story, and I was excited to 

share with my classmates a story of my courageous and diligent grandfather as a young 

person, working hard to survive. 

However, after the interview, my grandfather asked me to put away my notebook. 

I complied, uncertain of what he would tell me next. He then told me:  

Please don’t include this in your assignment, but Chinese people were not treated 

very well when I was a young boy. People used to go into the streets of 

Chinatown to break the windows and steal from restaurants and shops. I used to 

be so afraid to walk the streets of Canada. Although I was a boy, I had to act like 

a man. Later, when I brought your grandmother to Canada and we started a family 

here, those fears continued to haunt me. These are the stories that people should 

not have to hear, but I think it’s very important for you to know that this is what 

happened in Canada.   
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Analysis of Vignette 2 

Including this particular vignette in my study is essential. It was likely the first 

time I consciously reflected on how my race affected the ways others may have seen me. 

As a student in Ontario public schooling, I constantly was told that Canada has been and 

currently is a multicultural society that embraces everyone. To me, this inevitably meant 

embracing new immigrants or those who were not proficient in English. After hearing my 

grandfather’s off-the-record account of Canada, I began questioning my past assumptions 

and asked myself how this was possible.  At the time, it was difficult to believe what he 

said. Like Chang (1993) asserts, I wished for these stories of anti-Asian violence and 

racism to be untrue, isolated incidents, or confined to that of the past. In his reflection, 

Chang (1993) notes that, as an Asian,   

No level of privilege can protect me, that no level of privilege will protect my 

children from hateful schoolyard name calling or the bullets of an insane, Asian-

hating gunman. I can try to insulate or distance myself from this by calling them 

isolated incidents. But because anti-Asian violence and sentiments exist and to the 

extent that non-Asians have difficulty differentiating among Asians, any efforts to 

rationalize away racism only create rational lies. (pp. 1313−1314)   

Attempting to find ways to distance myself I did as I was told and did not include 

the more graphic and unpleasant experiences of Canada in my presentation. As I reflect 

on my 12-year-old self and consider my actions, not only was my grandfather fearful, he 

rationalized his experience and encouraged hiding this truth in his story. This was the 

first instance I heard about how Asians experienced racial discrimination, a fact I too 

tried to rationalize as I kept the story to myself and held onto the secret my grandfather 

described. 
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Why had I never heard stories of other Chinese people facing racism? Stories of 

Asians experiencing racism were sidestepped or unspoken growing up. I justified this 

missing part of my education for years, assuming that the lack of attention was because of 

a lack of numbers: there were not many Asian students in my classes from kindergarten 

to Grade 12 and I only had three teachers who looked like me in my entire public 

schooling years. Curriculum, books, movies, and friends/peers I was around seemed to 

exclude, ignore, or misrepresent Asian experiences. Are those good enough reasons as to 

why I was blindsided by a story about racism towards an Asian person? Chang (1993) 

emphasizes how racialized experiences are neglected and deemed isolated incidents:   

I realize that people do not want to believe me. They do not want to see racism 

because it is too ugly. They have learned or convinced themselves that such 

ugliness does not exist, at least not in such blatant forms, and not to Asian 

Americans. (p. 1274)  

Too often popular biases and prejudices about Asians are not countered; 

challenging unjust laws and historical injustices are left alone with Asians remaining 

silent about the atrocities. Asians are often faced with discussing how racism exists and 

that it is normal or rationalizing the racism when they experience discrimination to 

protect themselves and avoid facing the pain of racist incidents (Chang, 1993; Huang, 

2013). 

As a child, I was socialized to believe that racism was an issue of the past. I was 

taught that key figures such as Dr. Martin Luther King Junior, Harriet Tubman, and Rosa 

Parks had abolished and conquered racism through fights against injustices in the U.S. 

Hearing the fear my grandfather experienced was difficult for me to categorize as racism. 
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Black History Month at school taught me that racism was what Black Americans faced a 

long time ago as White people in the past had mistreated and abused Black Americans. I 

had never conceptualized the possibility that racism could exist in the present day, occur 

in Canada, or even be an issue for Asians. I fully believed that racism was only an issue 

faced by Black Americans but was eradicated with Canadian legislations. Lawrence 

(2013a) discloses that while laws have made it so issues such as segregated schools no 

longer exist, the act of segregation and racism continue at the structural and social levels. 

As hooks (1994) articulates, what is taught in schools can be revolutionary. If 

teachers and schools resist and counter discussions of racism, they tell a certain narrative 

about racism in the present day. In my case, it kept me sheltered from the truth, this 

privilege positioned me to feel a certain amount of shock, almost disbelief that Canada 

could be anything but the multicultural society I was promised. As Chang (1993), Pon 

(2004), and Rodríguez (2018) have stated, racism cannot be simplified as a Black versus 

White fight. The experiences of racism bury deeper than that Black and White paradigm 

and emerges in such nuanced experiences that prove how racism, especially in Canada, 

has yet to be eradicated. 

My grandfather’s story was never repeated to another person and kept to myself, 

as per his request, which became easy as I scarcely spoke about inequities Asians faced in 

Canada. It was not until I was in my Grade 10 history class did I realize that the story my 

grandfather shared was more common than I initially thought. My teacher, a Chinese 

woman, was incredibly influential. Not only did I look up to her as a teacher, I distinctly 

remember how she spoke about Asian experiences in Canadian history. The single lesson 

lasted approximately half of the 75-minute period, but those minutes were incredibly 

provoking as they reconstructed the narrative I was taught and believed. 
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This short lesson reiterated and confirmed the story my grandfather told me. She 

began the lesson by stating how, “The curriculum doesn’t think you kids need to know 

this but...”. She detailed the fact that not only had Chinese Canadians faced violence in 

the streets of small emerging Chinatowns in the mid-1900s, but Canadian legislation also 

was vigilant in attempting to exclude and hurt Chinese Canadians. At 16 years old, 4 

years after my grandfather had told his story, I realized that Chinese Canadians and other 

Asians in Canada had not experienced the multicultural Canada I was taught. Suddenly, 

the ways that Asian Canadians experienced Canada was noted to be much different than 

what my formal schooling had enthusiastically celebrated. 

Looking inward, I note that even my choice to interview my grandfather is 

interesting, as the assignment hoped to get a better understanding of my background and 

identity. I could have chosen someone similar to me, such as my mother. Her story may 

connect to me as she was born in Canada, speaks English, and attended Canadian 

schools. However, instead, I chose to interview someone who was not similar to me, 

rather more connected to what I believed was more Chinese. Aforementioned in the 

vignette, I had limited association to my Chinese heritage, but found my grandfather less 

Canadian and more Chinese. I ask myself why I chose my grandfather for the interview. 

Perhaps I hoped to gain more of a connection with my Chinese Canadian roots or learn 

about my family’s history? These may have been the case, however, as a child I was 

aware that my grandfather seemed like a more authentic Asian, and therefore could 

provide a story for my presentation. Although my grandfather was a Canadian citizen, 

spoke English, and raised all his children in Canada, I believed he seemed more Chinese 

than Canadian. I was convinced that culture meant someone less Canadian; being more 

foreign was more authentic and might be a better choice in understanding my Chinese 
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culture (Pyke & Dang, 2003). Along with that understanding, as a child, I believed the 

expectation of the assignment was to look at the “foreign” part of my identity rather than 

my “Canadian” side. 

The characteristics of “who is Asian” distinctly focuses on being foreign, as Trieu 

(2018) notes, this impacts the ways peoples of colour view themselves and each other. 

Not only do Whites see Asians as others, but amongst Asians, especially second-

generation individuals, the definition of “being Asian” differs from leaning towards being 

more foreign over the “mainstream” side. Cui (2015) affirms that often second-generation 

Asians choose to distance themselves from being seen as too Asian as labels such a FOB, 

hold “negative connotation[s] of being weird, undesirable, and deviant from the Canadian 

norm” (p. 1163). 

These biases and prejudices towards Asians affect the racial discourses around 

“being Asian” and influences the institutional racism and structural racism. Kim (1998) 

notes that “since the 19th century, Chinese Americans fought every piece of 

discriminatory legislation, sometimes all the way to the Supreme Court” (p. 6) and have 

worked tirelessly to change the discourse about Asians. The anti-Asian institutional 

racism “including the exclusionary acts and barrier to land ownership passed through 

government legislation, limited access and mobility in the labor market, and limited 

access to resources in education, and denigrating portrayals in the media” (Trieu, 2018, p. 

5) perpetuate stereotypes and prejudices which continue to disadvantage Asians in North 

America. Pyke and Dang (2003) note how certain vernacular not only impact the way 

Asians are seen or discussed by non-Asians but embedded within Asian populations as 

well. Although institutional racism has been restructured, the structural racism is evident 

as Asians face racism in the categorization of who is more or less Canadian. As I reflect 
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on my experience as a child, it was evident that I identified who is or is not part of the 

“Canadian” group and the acceptable narrative was clearly understood by my interview 

participant.   

Vignette 3: Your Name Doesn’t Sound Chinese 

When I entered first-year university as an undergraduate student I had two main 

goals. First, I planned to pass all my courses. Second, I needed to find friends. Meeting 

people was not limited only to the events upon entering school but included going online 

and joining a Facebook group. A few weeks prior to the first week of school I was invited 

to join a Facebook group that a lot of freshmen were actively using. In this digital group, 

people posted a small biography followed by a photo to introduce themselves in hopes 

they might find new friends and potential roommates or classmates. 

After posting my biography and self-portrait, I nervously checked my post to see 

if anyone had indicated if we were in the same program, classes, or residence building. I 

noticed some comments and likes, and then I saw a new direct message. I clicked the 

little blue speech bubble and found a message from a member in the group and a future 

classmate. She introduced herself and we got talking about our excitement to enter 

university and how we could sit together since we were in the same program and would 

share many classes together. Then she asked, “Are you Chinese?” I nervously replied, 

“Yes ... why?” She responded, “No reason, I was wondering because I’m Chinese too and 

I feel like we’re the only two people I’ve found in our program or even at Brock who are 

Chinese!” 

As I looked at her profile picture to double-check if she was, I then thought, Why 

does that matter? After some time of reflection, I decided to join in on the enthusiasm of 
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finding another Chinese person to connect with, but then asked her, “Did you think I 

wasn’t Chinese?” to which she replied back, “I just wasn’t sure because your name 

doesn’t sound Chinese but you kind of look it.”  

Analysis of Vignette 3 

This in-between space I position myself in draws attention to the fact that 

although my name may not seem Asian, that space, between these two identities as Asian 

and Canadian is difficult to navigate. Kim (1998) suggests that this position “is a 

precarious and dangerous position to occupy if we are not cognizant of where we are and 

what our position means in the larger picture” (p. 3). Vignette 3 demonstrates (a) my 

privilege, (b) the impact of microaggressions, and (c) the ways I navigate the internalized 

racism from my experiences. 

Growing up, I was aware of my Chinese background, my mother always taught 

my siblings and I that we were “Chinese Canadians.” This Chinese Canadian identity was 

embedded in our upbringing as my family did their best to fit in within the community 

and still uphold our heritage. However, at 17 years old, when asked about my name, I 

realized that I had never been questioned about my citizenship or Asianness in the past. 

As a child, my friends, whether White or non-White, seemed to identify with their 

Canadian identity more than any immigrant or religious identity. I believed that we all 

leaned on our Canadianness over any potential “outsider” status. I was also taught that 

asking someone about their ethnicity was rude since Canada was supposed to be an 

accepting place. Hearing this statement, “Your name doesn’t sound Chinese, but you kind 

of look it” made me pause and question how I fit in as an Asian and a Canadian. As a 

child, my neighbourhood and schools were quite close-knit and not many people had 
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openly questioned my ethnicity or cultural background. Being asked about my ethnicity 

by someone who I believed I could connect to because we were both Chinese, provided 

an opportunity to reflect on my name and the particular privileges it may hold as I self-

identify as a Chinese Canadian. 

After that incident, and throughout my adult life, many have questioned why my 

name seems more Canadian, I felt convinced that it must mean I am more Canadian than 

Asian. Even as a child, learning elements such as someone’s fashion style, spoken 

accents, and leisure activities are taught to categorize particular groups, in my case, I 

gravitated to my Canadianness over my Asianness (Rodríguez & Kim, 2018). Pyke and 

Dang (2003) note how if given the choice many Asians, particularly those who are 

second-generation onward, prefer to be associated to White and Western cultures as it is 

believed to be a more favourable identity. This attempt to associate closely with being 

White, and accepting identifiers such as being a “banana” also articulates that the 

opposite, being a FOB, is less Canadian and more authentically Asian as being bad or 

disadvantaged (Pyke, 2010). Coming into adulthood, I was convinced that being 

considered a “banana” was a positive trait. Being a “banana” meant that I could relate to 

the pop culture references of my White peers and being seen as one of them (Chen, 2017). 

As Trieu (2018) asserts, Asians develop internalized racism towards their own race as a 

coping strategy that “emerged from their racialization as ‘model minorities’ and with the 

perpetual ‘assumption of foreignness’” (p. 7). I leaned on my Canadianness to avoid 

feeling like an outsider and be more relatable as I was known to be “whitewashed.” 

While my appearance is Asian, I realized that I could be protected by my White 

sounding name. As an adult, a number of people, White and racialized like my friend in 
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Vignette 3, have asked me how I got my name. I acknowledge that my name provides a 

level of privilege. Pyke and Dang (2003) recognise how the association with being White 

“exemplifies the internalization of the dominant racial ideology” (p. 156). As I 

acknowledge the privilege I have with my White-sounding name, I also point at the racial 

hierarchy that exists and favours Whiteness. I have applied for jobs where the interviewer 

is surprised to find an Asian girl in the waiting room, and I understand how adopting 

Whiteness offers privilege that not everyone has. Carbado and Harris (2013) distinguish 

that even in admission processes which attempt to eliminate preferential treatment based 

on race are limited since race is embedded in the experiences and identities of 

individuals. This privilege may also have been one of the reasons I was socialized to 

believe and adopt a colour-blind approach towards racial differences. According to 

Daniels (2009), a colour-blindness approach is the belief that individuals can deny seeing 

skin colour. As a result, people can decide when to make race a visible or invisible topic, 

depending on when it is convenient to them. Particularly, as I grew up surrounded by 

predominantly White friends and neighbours, I tried to assimilate and stick to Canadian 

cultural norms thus distancing myself from Asianness. 

Some days, when people ask about how I have such a Canadian name I am 

willing to take the time to explain that since both my parents grew up in Canada speaking 

English, they chose Canadian first names for their children. My last name is often 

described as “sounding French”; I clarify by telling the story of how my paternal great 

grandfather immigrated to Canada arriving in Montreal. Upon receiving his legal papers, 

the immigration officers took the Chinese character or hanzi (漢字) for our family name 

雷 and stated that it sounded like Louie. Although I could share the history on my name’s 
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origins, most of the time I simply redirect conversation. The discussion, while perhaps 

innocent or driven by curiosity, makes me feel uncomfortable. Explaining the long 

history of how I have a Canadian name feels like I must justify my status as not only a 

Canadian but also an Asian. The process of explaining the history and purpose of my 

name is exhausting. 

Sue et al. (2019) discuss how moments such as asking someone about their name 

are microaggressions as they are downplayed to be “trivial, negligible slights, 

insignificant offenses” (p. 129). As noted, these comments often are seemly innocent, 

however, they are problematic as they alienate my identity and perpetuate assumptions 

that I must justify my Western name. Pierce (1995) recognizes that even mundane actions 

can lead to stress on individuals who experience racial microaggressions; although 

“almost all oppressors are unmindful of the withering effects of cumulative, individual, 

and collective microaggressions” (p. 277) these acts can feel all-encompassing and 

exhausting. As an adult, I have told the history of my name multiple times to a variety of 

people; nonetheless, I still feel diminished as a Canadian as I confront how the question 

encourages the prejudice of foreignness or difference and I am reminded of how I am not 

really one of them. 

Growing up, I had never been asked about the origins of my name, however, as an 

adult, I heard these questions more frequently. Even once I explain why my name does 

not seem traditionally Chinese or Asian, oftentimes people do not acknowledge the 

possibility that asking such a question is an attack on my identity. It becomes very 

difficult to encourage those very people to reflect on my explanation and thus has become 

an incredibly tiring experience. My identity as an Asian and Canadian are 
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compartmentalized to try and fit a number of assumptions that stereotype me as either, 

rather than accepting both. 

This reminds me of my experiences as a supply teacher, where confirmation of 

my identity seems to occur more frequently. Upon entering new classes and schools, I 

find that at least one student I work with will come forward to ask me about who I am. I 

find that often students would ask questions like “What is your native language?” or 

“Where were you born?” or even bluntly asking, “Are you Chinese?” Although I believe 

they ask these questions with harmless intentions driven by curiosity, the big question I 

have is “Would they ask these questions if I were White?” 

These questions place me in an uncomfortable position as it equates Canadianness 

to strictly associating with Whiteness. This assumption automatically positions myself as 

an outsider of my national identity and part of who I am based on the fact that I am not 

White and identify as Chinese Canadian. Through active reflection, I agree with Pike and 

Dang (2003) as they note the difficulty acknowledging how deep internalized racism 

truly is. As I reflect on my experience, I continue to remind myself of the fact that I’m not 

White! It has influenced how I see myself; I notice the keenness to be White and the 

actions that expose my experience with internalized racism. While my name may seem 

White, my appearance continues to stimulate questions about my Canadianness. There is 

an incentive to be accepted as an honorary White which denigrates experiences as an 

Asian Canadian. Scholars such as Daniels (2009), Lawrence (2013b), and Pon (2004) 

note that discussions on inequities, race in particular, are quite difficult for educators to 

hear, discuss, and recognize; which I have noticed within myself as both a teacher and 

Master of Education student. Conversely, my research focuses on advocating for Asian 

Canadians and eradicating forms of oppression such as racism; however, hearing these 

questions is hurtful.   
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In Vignette 3, I remained silent, I did not point out how problematic asking about 

my Asian identity is to my new friend. Just as having these conversations are difficult for 

non-Asian educators, the dialogue in addressing the fact that questioning my name is a 

racial microaggression that questions my identity continues to stem from the root fear of 

being further ostracized and left out. Cui (2019b) mentions how confronting these 

moments of racial discrimination is often faced with the fear being seen as further from a 

“real Canadian,” which Asian have noted to trigger more harassment. In the incident 

between my new friend and I, I leaned on being Asian as a way to make friends, 

hopefully with others—but experienced the conscious navigation of the Asianness and 

Canadianness in a way that I hoped to gain social mobility.   

Pyke (2010) identifies how internalized racism has a deep cost as it further 

defines stereotypes which project particular “values, images, and ideologies perpetuated 

by the White dominant society about one’s racial group, leading to feelings of self-doubt, 

disgust, and disrespect for one’s race and/or oneself” (p. 553). These are clear as I 

consciously embraced a “banana” status while unconsciously perpetuating the forever 

foreigner and model minority stereotypes as I feared being categorized as an outsider. 

Pyke and Dang (2003) asserts how this mentality emphasizes “ethnic authenticity” (p. 

152) which tries to identify who is “one of us” as an Asian or not. 

Huang (2013) exclaims that oftentimes Asians find that they are unable to present 

their true selves as they cannot fit into either the forever foreigner or model minority tropes. 

This inability to fit within who they are and what society often presumes alienates Asians 

into particular experiences of self-identity and social positioning. He emphasizes that:  

To this day, I wake up at times, look in the mirror, and just stare, obsessed with 

the idea that the person I am in my head is something entirely different than what 
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everyone sees. That the way I look will prevent me from doing the things I want; 

that there really are sneetches with stars and I’m not one of them. I touch my face, 

I feel my skin, I check my color every day, and I swear it all feels right. But then 

someone says something and that sense of security and identity is gone before I 

know it. (p. 45)  

Attempting to fit in as an honorary White or model minority is problematic as 

Pyke and Dang (2003) describe how no matter what, Asians are not “free from racial 

oppression” (p. 150). Questions of ethnicity, nationality, birth country, or even language 

proficiency all continue to perpetuate stereotypes of foreignness towards Asians. Such 

questions and experiences like in Vignette 3 demonstrate how as an Asian who wishes to 

be accepted, I found ways to construct my identity to distance my connection to being 

seen as more or less ethnic, authentic, or cultured depending on the situation. In hopes to 

lean on Canadianness, Asian Canadians are convinced that being a model minority is 

better than being a forever foreigner thus constructing identities that seek to reject their 

heritage and embrace the internalized racism (Pyke & Dang, 2003). 

Vignette 4: Bao 

As a teacher, one of my responsibilities is to monitor students during lunch as 

they eat in the cafeteria. One day, as I walked between rows of lunch tables during the 

students’ lunch period, I noticed two girls eating what I thought looked like baos. A bao, 

typically called a baozi (包子) is a popular food across all regions of China. The concept 

of the bao, like China, is quite diverse—it can range from having thick bread-like dough 

to paper thin wrappings and can be filled with almost any type of filling including sweet, 

savory, meaty, or vegetable fillings (Phillips, 2016).   
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As a Chinese Canadian, I am quite used to eating food that perhaps is not 

considered “Canadian” which as a child, I believed was a sandwich, chips, and pop. As 

an adult, I am less conscious of the looming “what should I bring for lunch?” question, 

rather, I pack whatever I have available and am now focused on how it nourishes my 

body. However, in this moment, I was reminded of my childhood in school lunchrooms; 

how conscious I was of how my peers might react to my packed lunch. My thermos held 

foods like Chinese sausage atop white rice or dried fungus and noodles, I became acutely 

aware of how my lunches often looked and smelled different from my friends’ sandwiches, 

especially if someone asked, “What is that?” I remember asking my mother for chips and 

a can of pop for lunch and her refusing to pack such unhealthy options for me.   

Seeing these two girls eating their baos together almost felt like they were 

supporting each other and normalizing a food I never had the courage to bring to school. 

As a teacher, I admired that there are students who may be enjoying their foods without 

feeling worried, nervous, or embarrassed about their packed lunches. 

I hoped to help continue normalizing their lunch and so I walked up to the 

students and asked, “Those look great, are they baos?” Immediately the students looked a 

bit shocked that I knew what the food was. After I asked them about the filling, they tried 

their best to ask me what my ethnicity and cultural background was. One of them asked, 

“What Asian language do you speak?” My initial reaction was to laugh—I understood 

that they were trying to not point out my Asianness, and instead turn to asking about 

language. I replied that I spoke Cantonese and was beginning to pick up some Mandarin. 

The students were surprised and said they spoke Mandarin as well. I noticed the initial 

fear of discussing their lunch diminish as we talked about our favourite bao fillings. The 
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tone of the conversation relaxed as there was a mutual understanding and casual 

discussion of our shared culture, language, and food. 

A fellow teacher walking by saw us talking and asked if I had thought they were 

twins. Immediately I replied that I did not, rather I noticed that they were eating the same 

type of bao and was interested in the filling inside. Laughing off her initial comment this 

fellow teacher stated, “Oh, I love this type of food, I love dumplings!” Both the students 

and I were quite surprised since they are not the same and told the teacher that these were 

not dumplings, rather they were more of a bread type of food. However, the teacher 

didn’t seem to notice that we described the two types of food differently and continued 

talking about how her new diet restricted her from eating “oily and carby Asian food like 

dumplings.” While I wanted to try and discuss the distinct difference between a bao and a 

dumpling, I felt a pit in my stomach. She wasn’t listening. I looked at the students and 

they looked back at me with a shared understanding between people who already knew 

the difference of the food and the situation.   

Analysis of Vignette 4 

Although media and books have begun to include more Asians in sharing their 

stories, there is much more to be done (Rodríguez & Kim, 2018). Vignette 4 demonstrates 

(a) an example of internalized racism; (b) Asians bound together homogenously; and (c) 

while Asians may be sharing their intricate stories, those who are not Asian must stop and 

listen to learn about the Asian experience. How Asian Canadians see themselves, are 

seen, and construct their identity are all unpacked in this vignette. 

First, this vignette detailed one particular way I experienced feeling like an 

outsider specifically with my lunchbox. I was reminded of how I felt like an outsider as 
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the food I brought as a young student was sometimes believed to be “weird” or “smelly.” 

As I was aware of this distinct “difference” the mentality creates a divide between who is 

a “real” Canadian and an “other” Canadian, and for my young self, I was aware that in 

terms of my lunches most of the time I was not exactly part of the accepted group (Pon, 

2004). Understanding that “normal” entails certain foods and drinks are accepted or not, 

developed my understanding of who is more Canadian or Asian. In hopes to fit in as a 

child, I attempted to amalgamate the connection to my ethnic and cultural background 

through food as I unsuccessfully asked my mother for chips and pop for lunch. 

In trying to conform to Whiteness I exemplified the shame and negative views on 

my own history and culture. Pyke and Dang (2003) note how Asians often find 

associations with Western culture are seen as cool. Consequently, the fears and 

disappointment I felt as I could not assimilate my lunch to the sandwiches, chips, and pop 

“cool” status influenced the ways I felt the need to disconnect from my Asianness and 

lean on my Canadianness. Furthermore, as a young child trying to fit in, the food brought 

for school lunch contributed to an understanding that Asian food was not at the “top of 

the hierarchy.” Trieu (2018) articulates that Asians often experience internalized racism 

due to the negative or inexistent Asian narratives, while also as an adaptive strategy to 

face the fact that they live in a White racially dominant society. In my case, seeing the 

two Asian students proudly eating their baos helped me understand and break down those 

stereotypes about what was accepted in an elementary school lunchbox. 

This experience of “interesting” or “weird” school lunches is similar to Huang’s 

(2013) experience shared in Fresh Off the Boat: A Memoir, which underscores the 

difficulty of stereotypes that force Asians to assimilate or feel like an outsider. Similarly, 
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to my elementary school experience, Huang entered school with his Chinese lunches and 

noticed how his peers refused to “sit with the stinky kid” (p. 67). Not only did Huang 

face exclusion because of his lunches, but he also details how students would tell “ching-

chong jokes” (p. 67) with either their noses pinched or eyes pulled back. Embarrassed, he 

asked his mother to “start packing white people food” (p. 67). 

The story of an Asian child attempting to get their parents to change the lunch 

menu has been an on-going occurrence. Along with Huang, I understood this desperation 

to conform with certain packed lunches, and this is not a story that has been exclusive to 

just us two (Huang, 2013). Asians learn that conforming to Whiteness, assimilation, and 

the model minority stereotype are better racial tropes than being left out from social 

situations where they are seen as forever foreigners (Trieu, 2018). As a result, while 

school lunch periods are often no longer than an hour each day, Asians foster a deep 

understanding that their lunches are inferior, and perhaps their culture is too. 

Second, when my colleague asked me if I thought the two girls were twins, it 

might have seemed like an offhanded question, however it feeds into the belief that 

Asians are just all the same. Believing that the Asian students could be related or look the 

same conflates the idea that all Asians are the same. While Lee (2013) underscores that 

“minorities are often lumped together as a homogenous group” (p. 293), there are various 

issues to such assumptions. Yu (2006) emphasizes how such overgeneralizations ignore 

the diversity of Asians is dehumanizing as the assumptions group all Asians as the same. 

As Museus and Iftikar (2014) state, AsianCrit acknowledges the ways society 

categorizes Asians through the tenet Asianization. This tenet also understands that while 

Asians are quite a distinct group of people, they are often simply seen as a homogenous 
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group. This affects the ways Asians are seen as they are framed in overgeneralized 

stereotypes. The teacher’s assumption that these two Asian students were siblings feeds 

into the stereotype and Asianization as it simplifies the possible complexities in their 

identities. Being able to recognize the difference between the two people would mean 

understanding that they should not simply be grouped together but respected as 

individuals. Various scholars such as Chang (1993), Cui and Kelly (2012), and Pon 

(2004) articulate that cultural groups have various entities within their culture and 

therefore should be acknowledged heterogeneously. By assuming a culture as fixed, 

elements such as “skin colour, language, and geographic location” (Pon, 2004, p. 11) are 

categorized as the same. Although microaggressions such as asking if two Asian girls are 

twins is a brief event, the subtle verbal attack is more powerful as a racist discriminatory 

experience (Pierce, 1995). Parks and Rachlinski (2013) detail that while such actions may 

be overlooked as unconscious reactions, this allows for implicit biases to appear without 

repercussions. 

Along with being seen as homogenous, Asians are often criticized for coming 

together in groups inside and outside of educational settings (Cui & Kelly, 2012). 

Beverly Daniel Tatum acknowledges in her interview with O’Neil (1997) that these 

groupings are quite common as children develop and are socialized to understand how 

they are seen by others. Children learn and grow an awareness of the ways they are 

perceived by others, and particularly in racially mixed schools, which result in groups of 

individuals of the same race. In Tatum’s (1997) book, she explains why students of 

colour seemed to be voluntarily engaged in self-segregation.   

In Vignette 4, the girls sat together in the lunchroom, and while they may not have 

intended to self-segregate, as noted by Tatum (1997), they may simply be just trying to 
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enjoy their downtime with those closest to them. As I joined them, we found 

commonalities and the twosome grew because of the shared interests. This was 

interrupted by my colleague as they too wished to join in, however, Tatum notes how 

“many white students are oblivious to the power of racism and the way that it’s operating 

in society” (as cited in O’Neil, 1997, p. 13). While in Vignette 4, the individual was a 

teacher, she was unable to recognize the power of her entitlement as she forced her voice 

to be heard over that of the students or myself. 

Third, although there is an increase in Asian stories as more Asians are encouraged 

to share their experiences (Rodríguez & Kim, 2018), it is important to consider if non-

Asians are listening. These stories lose power if they are misrepresented or unheard. If 

stories only focus on Asians as either foreigners or model minorities, they lose sight of 

the true lived experiences as those stories include oversimplified Asian identities. Those 

who neither fit as these two stereotypes are outcasted and silenced thus continue the cycle 

of particular discourse and vernacular towards Asians (Chen, 2017). This is identified by 

Pon (2004) as the structural racism—which justifies the particular racist attitudes and 

beliefs toward a group of racialized individuals and continues to root them as biases 

within society. In order to change such attitudes, often an individual is the sole sharer of 

this native knowledge. Similar to Vignette 1, where I spoke on behalf of Chinese people 

about the traditions of Lunar New Year, the same issue continues as a single individual is 

often expected to provide all the native knowledge of their culture, race, religion, et 

cetera. As Pérez Huber and Solorzano (2015) state, these experiences, become 

exhausting, especially when it frequently occurs and places certain expectations on an 

individual to face.   
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Chang (1993) discusses how Asians sharing their stories are already quite difficult 

because of the unique positions in which a racial hierarchy is formulated by the model 

minority stereotype. As Asians are diverse, there cannot be one common story as there 

are Asians with more or less privilege in comparison to each other due to various 

intersecting elements that alter an individual’s place in society (Iftikar & Museus, 2018). 

Asian Canadian stories must provide a breadth of experience to reconstruct the stories, 

beliefs, and discourses about Asians. Having various narratives can be powerful as they 

may challenge and counter popular stereotypes, unjust laws, and past histories. 

Be that as it may, these stories can hold power in altering and rewriting the 

narrative of Asians, but they must be shared, heard, and understood. Chang (1993) 

emphasizes the risks Asians face when they share personal stories. In his reflection, 

Chang (1993) notes that after sharing his experiences of racial discrimination, he faces 

feedback that states, “I must be mistaken, deluded, or lying. And even if they believe my 

stories, they discount them as isolated incidents” (p. 1274). Without people listening, 

whether they are Asian or not, Asian Canadian narratives can only go so far. Even those 

who experience racism, overtly or covertly, may rely on denial mechanisms to also 

subdue the pain of the experience (Pierce, 1995). Thus, repeating the cycle of structural 

racism and internalized dominance that perpetuates biases and upholds the power 

relations. By refusing to listen, the teacher and others who reject, deny, or ignore these 

shared experiences continue to demonstrate resistance to the inequities that exist. 

In Vignette 4, this is evident as the teacher attempts to divert the subject onto her 

interest in dumplings rather than baos. She refuses to take the time to hear the Asian 

voices in front of her and instead stampedes through with a sense of privilege and 
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entitlement as she believed she was “connecting” with us Asians. Pierce (1995) states 

how such a mundane action can contribute to stresses that perpetuate the dominance and 

submission positions of racial privilege. These experiences leave individuals feeling 

“diminished and tyrannized” (Pierce, 1995, p. 280). I recognize that the pit in my 

stomach when I noticed my colleague ignore not only the students, but my voice 

accentuated the fact that no matter how privileged I am as a staff member, I will continue 

to face racialized experiences and microaggressions among my colleagues. 

Ellis (1999) emphasizes how “the self-questioning autoethnography demand is 

extremely difficult. So is confronting things about yourself that are less than flattering” 

(pp. 671−672). The experience in Vignette 4 is embarrassing for me as a teacher and 

scholar as it highlights my failure to stand up against this racial microaggression. When 

the two students and I looked at each other with a sense of understanding that the 

situation was “just how it was,” upon reflection, I hugely regret my silence. I hope that I 

gain more courage and strength to respond to such situations. Nevertheless, I was not able 

to stand up, not just for the students and I at that moment, but for all students who feel 

othered and silenced. Trieu (2018) acknowledges this reaction as an adaptive strategy in 

an attempt to survive as an individual aware of their position living in a White racially 

dominant society. 

My silence is rooted in my own fears and doubts that I was socialized to believe. 

In Vignette 2, while my grandfather knew his truth but asked me to keep his story a 

secret, he feared how altering the narrative of Canada as a welcoming place would impact 

myself and others who heard it. As Huang (2013) notes, Asians too often live up to 

stereotypical and prejudiced tropes of being Asian as they are believed to be necessary to 
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survive. A combination of internalized racism towards Asianness and fears of being 

alienated, Vignette 2 and Vignette 4 demonstrate how and why I silenced my own voice.  

Chang (1993) accentuates that this courage must come from increased discussions about 

Asian stories, in order to encourage reflection and provide opportunities for responses to 

moments that single out Asians. While this vignette accentuates my limitations to stand 

up against the racial microaggressions, I share this story to reassure that even while my 

research focuses on racial discrimination, being a target still hurts and is places peoples 

of colour in incredibly challenging positions. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 

This final chapter includes a summary of the study that provides additional 

contexts to the ways this project unfolded in the process. Reflecting on the use of 

AsianCrit and autoethnography, the summary leads to the discussion which connects my 

vignettes and analyses with the main research question. Following, I acknowledge the 

implications of utilizing this study and include recommendations for future studies and/or 

the improvement of the current Equity Action Plan. I conclude with additional final 

thoughts about the project and how it has altered my life dramatically as the most 

meaningful and necessary work in my journey as a Master of Education student.  

Summary 

Upon beginning this project, I initially thought I would merely consider analyzing 

the issue of racism addressed in equity and inclusive education policies for Ontario’s 

public education. As my research commenced, I noted how racism is much deeper than 

the institutional issue I had proposed. The more I read about racism, the more I noticed 

the limitations of the policy and my own experiences as a Chinese Canadian student in 

Ontario education. This gap drew in my curiosity as I realized how important but unheard 

the Asian Canadian experience has been. Such discussions are ignored or rejected and 

result in not only dismissing Asian perspectives, but also that of peoples of colours’ 

experiences (Chang, 1993). 

One autumn afternoon in the midst of my research and writing process, I met with 

an old friend, who is also Asian, to catch up. As we sat with our teas, she mentioned how 

it was interesting and important that I was studying racism in a Canadian context, but she 

asked “What is it like, from a researcher’s stance, trying to be objective and not 
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intertwined in your research as a person of colour?” I took some time to think about the 

process as I was deep in my reading and writing about racism and AsianCrit. I told my 

friend, “Although some studies try to separate or disconnect the researcher from their 

research, in my case, I found that it was impossible to simply look at racism from an 

analytical stance. As much as I wanted to talk about racism without talking about Asian 

experiences, I was compelled to tell my story and make my research personal.” I felt a 

sense of ease as I admitted how my research was more than an academic challenge but 

also one that analyzed my personal experiences and thus was personal journey. 

My friend and I grew up together and attended the same schools as children, and 

whenever we had encountered bullying or hate we would share with the other and find 

ways to rise above those incidents. One particular experience I remember occurred when 

we were in middle school; my friend and I were playing a schoolyard game with a 

number of other classmates. After a Black student lost to my friend, he shouted to her 

“Get out of here you chink!” Although we were young, we immediately recognized that 

this term was not a friendly one. As we reflected on the experience, we were aware that 

the term was hateful similar to other racist terms applied to Black and peoples of colour. 

We did not report the student and convinced each other that it was an isolated incident 

and we chose to avoid that classmate for all future schoolyard games. 

Although we had not experienced such overt racism like that again, we noticed in 

high school that teachers would constantly “mix up” Asian students in classes. In one 

particular class there were three Asian girls, and the teacher would consistently hand my 

friend a test that had another Asian girl’s name at the top of the paper. Initially my friend 

and her classmates reacted by letting the teacher know that there was a mistake, but 

eventually she and the other Asian girls would swap their tests after class as it was 
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obvious the teacher did not care. I made a point to acknowledge how these experiences 

were both racist and hurtful however in the moment dismissed. Not only were these 

young Asian Canadian girls being overlooked as individuals with their own complex 

experiences, but they carried this story with them and never reported or exposed this 

teacher’s racist actions. 

My friend and I spoke about these shared experiences and it confirmed to me that 

while we were ignored or rejected, we did the same to those very experiences as an 

attempt to survive the embarrassment and shame. I shared with my friend how scholars 

such as Pyke (2010) acknowledge this as internalized racism which peoples of colour 

may buy into the prejudices towards their own cultural or racial group as a result of living 

in a White dominant society. As we unpacked the way racism is rooted deeply into not 

only the ways others perceive Asians, we also spoke about the ways we perceive 

ourselves and people of the same race. I told my friend, “Unfortunately, these types of 

experiences are still the realities for many Asians!” I offered to lend her my copy of 

Eddie Huang’s (2013) memoir, as it too highlights experiences of overt and nuanced 

racism that are particular but not uncommon to Asians. I told her, “Even though Eddie is 

from Florida and about 10 years older than us, I found many of his anecdotes relatable to 

ones I had growing up in Ontario.” She agreed to borrow the book and asked, “But what 

do we do when we experience these forms of inequity?” I paused, as I was still in the 

middle of my research and very unqualified to provide a definite answer, I replied, 

“That’s the million-dollar question!” 

As my research set out on one course but slowly shifted, I realized that as Asians 

experience racism in overt or nuanced ways, these were not simply interactions between 

non-Asians and Asians but deeply embedded in the way Asians interacted with each 
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other and how they might understand their own identity. Cui (2015) affirms that the 

stereotypes are not only assigned by non-Asians, but they are rampant within Asian 

communities to ensure a hierarchy is maintained, one that continually remains inferior to 

being White. In my research journey, I could not simply speak about institutional racism 

towards Asians without acknowledging the strength of structural racism that is upheld 

and persists just as strong as it had in the past. 

In this study, analyzing my own lived experiences in the vignettes provides a peek 

into my story as an Asian Canadian student and teacher. The four vignettes set out to 

include an insider’s perspective that could unearth discussions on the nuanced racialized 

experiences of Asian Canadians. The stories exist to point at past and present stereotypes 

about Asians to add to the dialogue and stories of other Asian scholars. By analyzing and 

reflecting on the vignettes, this project reveals the ways the predominant forever 

foreigner and model minority stereotypes encapsulate Asian experiences in Ontario 

education. From both perspectives, my experiences also reveal that racial discrimination 

in educational settings are not limited to just students but teachers as well. 

Utilizing AsianCrit theory to frame the study I also notice the connections 

between my stories and those of other Asian scholars. My stories are not isolated 

experiences that are exclusive to my upbringing, personality, and setting. Using this 

framework, as Rodríguez (2018) suggests, allows for a deeper exploration of how 

systemic racism proceeds against Asians within educational experiences. Scholars such 

as Chang (1993) and Huang (2013) are key in my investigation as their stories disclose 

how these incidents are more common that often discussed. Their stories connected with 

those in my life; my grandfather, my Grade 10 history teacher, and my friend all shared 

stories that shattered the picturesque image of a perfectly multicultural Canada. As well, 
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the AsianCrit framework supported my navigation in connecting the stories with the 

forever foreigner and model minority stereotypes to the stories to unfold a richer 

understanding of Asian Canadian educational experiences. 

This autoethnography encouraged profound and purposeful reflection that 

challenged the stories I told. Not only were the vignettes imperative as examples of 

racism unfolding in educational settings, but after careful and considerable reflection, I 

became incredibly aware of how internalized racism has profoundly penetrated my 

specific choices and beliefs. According to Chang (2013), while I am aware of the issue of 

racism in institutional and structural levels, considering the internal conflicts that arise in 

such research becomes a new exploration of an Asian’s identity within society. The 

vignettes were not simplified as a biography or diary, but instead provided the 

ethnography of my own cultural experiences and allowed me to investigate and discuss 

both the overt and covert ways racism is experienced by Asians Canadians (Reed-

Danahay, 1997). 

Discussion 

This method of research allots the opportunity to ask how the racist stereotypes 

and discriminatory discourses in schools about Asianness informed my identity. 

Throughout the vignettes and their analyses, the two most common stereotypes Asians 

are categorized under are as a forever foreigner and/or model minority. The forever 

foreigner status encourages discourse that assumes Asians are exotic, bizarre, and “more 

Asian” than “real” Canadians. Individuals associated in this category are seen 

maintaining cultural characteristics and do not care to fit the “mainstream” expectations 

(Cui, 2016). The model minority, while also maintaining a sense of othering, 

encapsulates an assumed privilege. Trieu (2018) affirms that most Asians, especially 
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second-generation onward, are convinced that the model minority status is the pinnacle 

for Asians in Western cultures. Moreover, the model minority status means “fitting into 

the larger dominant white society” (Trieu, 2018, p. 7) and feeding into the binary of 

Asianness. These racial tropes have and are used to compartmentalize Asians to fit 

specific and limiting characteristics, goals, and lived experiences but do nothing to accept 

individuality and those “outside” of these stereotypes. While these stereotypes are 

embedded at the structural level, the vignettes serve as an example of how the prejudices 

continue to box Asians in with particular expectations. These two stereotypes are not only 

forced onto Asian Canadians by non-Asians, but also inform the ways Asians can see 

themselves and each other. 

I note that my experiences in public education in elementary to secondary 

institutions also aligned with the production and initiation of the equity policies. As 

Segeren and Kutsyuruba (2012) note, the original Memorandum 119 was developed in 

1993 to support and implement their anti-racism and ethnocultural equity policies for 

each school board. However, this initiative only covers the institutional attempt at 

tackling racism in education. As discussed in my vignettes, the approaches to 

multicultural education or acceptance of difference were limited as they assume 

stereotypes, ignore Canada’s racist past and present, and alienate peoples of colour. My 

public educational experience was heavily influenced by the encouragement of 

multiculturalism. The efforts made toward the goals of multiculturalism requires critical 

thinking and voices of peoples of colour. The stories that share the experiences and 

feelings of racist stereotypes, prejudices, and discrimination are necessary in order to 

support the development actual anti-racist work. As Cui (2015) asserts, without a critical 

look at the ways racism is embedded in the institutions, structures, and racialised habitus 
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of social agents, contemporary society cannot change simply with institutional 

implementations such as multicultural policies. Although the Equity Action Plan provides 

an opportunity for discussion on issues or race, understanding these stories such as the 

often unheard-of Asian experiences have the power to further improve the progress that 

has been made. 

Implications and Recommendations 

This research was quite challenging to narrow and refine as it forced me to 

consider the ways racism seeps into my professional and personal life. By using an 

autoethnographic methodology, I followed Ellis’s (1999) advice to focus my lens from 

the larger outward experiences of Asian experiences and look inward. In doing so, I 

expose a vulnerability for the purpose of research that can be critiqued. 

This research faced challenges, I first note this due to my personal reflection 

consistently asking myself throughout the process, “Who cares?” My initial answer 

expects that Asian Canadians would be drawn to the study. Since the discussion focuses 

on this population, it would be important for Asians to find interest in my project. 

However, this project also hopes to reach deeper than connecting with a single group of 

individuals. This is because Asians who wish to explore their racialized experiences must 

be critical of their own narratives (Chang, 1993). They must explore the ways they are 

seen, wish to be seen, and see themselves. This can be unpacked as an ugly, messy, and 

difficult package that plants one face-to-face with the fact that racism permeates within 

Canadian society (Pyke & Dang, 2003). 

As previously noted, while discussing racism is a charged conversation, active 

purposeful reflection is incredibly difficult. Reflecting on the self requires individuals to 

look inwards and admit the racist prejudices, stereotypes, and discrimination they have 
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seen, heard, experienced, or done (Pyke, 2010). In my experience, this was incredibly 

painful and forced my analyses to be incredibly critical to each vignette. This hurt, but I 

noticed the connections between the various stories and how they could not simply be 

isolated incidents. The very exasperating process of facing one’s own internalized racism 

or racist prejudices is one that not only Asian Canadians face, but that of all peoples of 

colour and Whites. This journey of analyzing and critiquing one’s narrative requires the 

individual to challenge their stories, beliefs, and values (Ellis, 1999; Reed-Danahay, 

1997). Therefore, while I mulled over my overwhelming, “Who cares?” question, I 

realized the answer was and never will be simple. I acknowledge this and accept that my 

project and the issues it addresses are not limited to one group; rather, I hope the work 

can reach out to all individuals in the hope that educational settings, and in turn society as 

a whole, may better understand the experiences of peoples of colour. 

I also found this research quite challenging due to its limitation to one 

individual’s story. My own perspective provides particular biases that illuminate the 

experience of a single Asian Canadian in Ontario education. Consequently, I am limited 

in providing more stories of individuals who are of different racial backgrounds. This 

should not mean that the research is only applicable to Asians. This project focuses on 

one particular group, but as noted, racism is an issue that has and continues to hurt 

psychologically and physically peoples of colour. Scholars such as Chang (1993), Lee 

(2013), and Pon (2004) emphasize that with narratives that focus on a Black and White 

paradigm there are multiple facets of racism that must also be addressed. While I focus 

on Asian Canadians as one particular group, there are various other narratives that critical 

race scholars should explore, research, and discuss.  
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hooks (1994) suggests that to teach in a way that encourages excitement, 

educators must attempt to transgress and critically interrogate their practice in order to 

draw out their biases to improve educational experiences for peoples of colour. These 

lived experiences function to both provide a relatable narrative for fellow Asians, but also 

to establish the groundwork for future studies. Future studies should consider how even 

incidents that may seem benign, must be included and considered the voices of Asian 

experiences with racism as these stories unfold in particular occurrences in everyday 

society (Cui, 2019a; Pon, 2004). This project has pointed out how racism penetrates the 

lives of individuals from not only their interactions with White people but also the ways 

they see themselves and those of the same race while navigating a White dominant 

society. 

Future studies which adopt the autoethnographic method could critically approach 

race by contributing more stories as examples and to look further at the ways racism 

unfolds in nuanced experiences/incidents. Aligning with an AsianCrit framework, other 

Asians—especially those in other Canadian educational contexts—may wish to shed light 

on their stories. This project comes from my perspective as a third-generation Chinese 

Canadian, but with a variety of perspectives other researchers may unpack racialized 

experiences that navigate identity under the forever foreigner and model minority story. 

While I cannot change the fact that I was born and raised in Canada, future studies may 

explore what navigating education with these stereotypical tropes looks like from a first- 

or second-generation immigrant. This approach of evaluating oneself within the larger 

contexts is also an excellent way for stories of other peoples of colour to share. While 

stories focus on overt incidents, with the contribution of a diversified narrative, no single 

story will persist (Iftikar & Museus, 2018). Although Chang (1993) emphasized the fears 
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of sharing one’s story, doing so may harbour another approach in fighting against racial 

discrimination. 

Asians in Ontario Education 

As previously discussed in the literature review, institutional racism often looks to 

policy and legislation which are organized to produce particular treatment towards certain 

individuals based on race (Pon, 2004). Anti-racism focuses on the distinct difference 

between skin colour, and in the 1980s, education in Canada began discussing anti-racism 

education. The aim was to combat racism and “respond to the needs of Black Canadian 

students” (Pon, 2004, p. 7). The Ontario Ministry of Education (2017) established a 

number of policies and documents that expect to work towards more equitable and 

inclusive educational experiences. The most recent document which focuses on such 

practice is the Equity Action Plan. As described, this plan details the 3-year plan hope to 

function in “identifying and eliminating discriminatory practices, systemic barriers and 

biases from schools and classrooms to support the potential for all students to succeed” 

(Ontario Ministry of Education, 2017, p. 4). While noted that my research initially hoped 

to analyze this document, I determine that it is not sufficient in addressing racial 

discrimination towards Asians, which are contemporary and nuanced, and typically 

experienced by through stereotypes and prejudices like the forever foreigner and model 

minority stereotype. As the Ontario Ministry of Education underscores the institutional 

approach to address racism within schooling, without combatting the structural racism 

that exists and considering the ways Asians are seen, see themselves, and wish to be seen 

the process is incredibly limited. Without doing so, the stereotypes and prejudices 

continue to encapsulate Asian Canadians not only in Ontario educational settings but in 

their interactions within society as a whole.  
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As the Equity Action Plan comes to the end of their 3-year plan, moving forward 

would entail re-assessing the ways the Ontario Ministry of Education addresses issues 

involving race within educational settings. As understood, policies on equity historically 

were rooted to focus on antiracism in Ontario schooling (Segeren & Kutsyuruba, 2012), 

since then policies have developed strategies to support teachers address diversity. The 

Ontario Ministry of Education (2017) notes the potential disadvantages “racialized 

students, students experiencing poverty, Indigenous students, newcomers to Canada, 

students who identify as LGBTQ or Two-Spirited, children and youth in care, religious 

minorities, French language minorities, students with disabilities, and students with 

special education needs” (pp. 13−14) face. The Equity Action Plan states the goal is to 

identify and eliminate these issues as potential barriers for student achievement (Ontario 

Ministry of Education, 2017). Therefore, in moving forward, reflecting on whether the 

document acknowledges the stories and experiences, this document does not do so—

limiting the ability to fully address racism or inequity within Ontario’s public education 

system. 

My vignettes are set in Ontario educational settings between 2000−2020; while 

these moments were challenging as a youngster, they were during the time the Ontario 

Ministry of Education had initiated policies against racism and inequity. As my stories 

not only detail my experience as a student but also as a teacher, it exemplifies the 

limitations of those policies. As Pon (2004) states, “anti-racism education to date, 

however, has said relatively little about the education of Chinese Canadians” (p. 5). 

Almost two decades have passed since Pon’s publication yet the experiences of Chinese 

Canadians, and more broadly speaking, Asian Canadians, has continued to be unheard-of 

in discussions of race, equity, and inclusion.  
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My suggestion is for educational policy makers to look at the experiences of 

Asian Canadians to allow for their perspectives to be heard. In doing so, prejudice 

ideologies that perpetuate the forever foreigner and model minority stereotypes can be 

addressed as the nuanced and contemporary racist experiences of Asians in the 21st 

century. While acknowledging racism for Asians may be difficult, the issue not only 

supports the educational experiences of Asians in Ontario, but also impacts other peoples 

of colour (Chou, 2008). For example, Chang (2013) notes how “the model minority myth 

plays a key role in establishing a racial hierarchy that denies the oppression of Asian 

Americans while simultaneously legitimizing the oppression of other racial minorities 

and poor whites” (p. 473). Thus, as the model minority may initially encourage 

superiority in the hierarchy, it continues to perpetuate White privilege and does not 

challenge the existence of a hierarchy. The stereotypes towards Asians not only allude to 

this in-between of privileged and marginalized—seen and unseen, supported and 

excluded—but also continue to suppress other peoples of colour. 

Final Thoughts 

As I conclude this project, I reflect on the ways this research journey has 

surprised me. Upon entering my research as a graduate student, I spent many months 

marinating in the ideas, research, and conversations on racism in education. It was not 

until I spoke with friends or prepared to present my research at conferences had I realized 

how inseparable I was from the topic of study. 

Ellis (1999) emphasizes the vulnerable act of writing. While I read and 

acknowledged this philosophy, I did not fully understand that feeling until people began 

asking to read my final draft. As I embarked on an autoethnography, I saw the ways my 
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research had truly impacted my personal self. In the middle of completing the analyses 

for my vignettes, I spoke with my supervisor and said to her, “I am just sad and 

exhausted! I keep challenging my vignettes and in turn, I am challenging the very things 

that I may have believed or held in my subconscious. For example, am I evil because of 

my own internalized racism? I was taught and socialized to believe certain things about 

Asians, but does that make me a villain or victim?” As I spun around with the ideas, my 

supervisor reassured me of how normal this process is. Since my research looks inward, I 

am allowed to feel tired because this is emotional work. My supervisor’s advice seemed 

so in tune with the ways Ellis (1999) spoke about autoethnography, but she noted that 

antiracism work has always been and will continue to be difficult work. While it may 

sometimes hurt, it is necessary I speak my truth, decipher and share it, for there are those 

who could never or can never imagine doing such brave work.  
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